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ABSTRACT
Facility location problems have many practical applications in the fields of urban
planning, retail industry, emergency service, etc. A recent variant of this problem that has
received attention in the literature is the sensor location problem. One typical sensor location
problem is to place a finite number of sensors to detect an event in a prescribed domain in order
to minimize the maximum probability of non-detection. The application of this problem could be
the detection of hazardous events, mobile service, military planning, etc.
The domain to be detected can be a unit line, a unit square, a convex polygon or even a
piecewise linear curve. In this thesis the minimax sensor location problem of monitoring a
piecewise linear curve is addressed. An event may occur anywhere along the piecewise linear
curve; a finite number of sensors may be positioned there. The objective is to minimize the
maximum probability of non-detection. Furthermore, the feasible region of sensor locations can
take different forms. Unconstrained and constrained optimization problems are both studied in
this thesis.
It is shown that this is a difficult non-convex, non-linear, continuous optimization
problem even in the case of two sensors. A heuristic algorithm utilizing the properties of Voronoi
diagrams is developed in this thesis. In particular, the direction finding method and the manner
followed to obtain the step-length parameters are fine-tuned. A procedure for attaining feasible
solutions is also developed for constrained optimization problems. Through computational
testing, it is demonstrated that the algorithm can generate high-quality solutions. Computational
experience is provided.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Facility location problems are a branch of operations research concerned with
mathematical modeling and problem-solving for facility placement in order to achieve objectives
such as minimizing total costs, maximizing market share, etc. They are widely used in areas such
as the retail industry, emergency services, military planning, etc.
A new problem that has arisen in facility location research is the sensor location problem.
Suppose a hazardous event occurs in a confined region. The event could be a fire in a forest or in
an urban area, a hazardous material leak on a freeway, or a nuclear disaster or earthquake. In
order to detect a hazardous event, a finite number of sensors are positioned within a region. The
problem is in determining the best locations for facilities that provide equitable service to
customers: sensors are assumed to be facilities and customers are possible locations of events.
Furthermore, if the sensor locations can occur at any points in the confined region, the sensor
location problem is considered as a continuous facility location problem.
When an event occurs, it produces „signals‟ that interact with the environment and the
signals are transmitted from the event to the sensor. Also, the effectiveness of sensors decreases
with their distance from the event. According to Drezner and Wesolowsky [1997] and Cavalier et
al. [2007], the detection probability functions (dpf) can be modeled in several ways, where
indicates the detection probability at a distance . The three most common dpfs are presented
here: (1) power decay,

(2) exponential decay,
; and (3) gravity decay,

. Although
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there are many different dpfs, the algorithm in this work is not designed for any specific dpf but
works effectively for any dpf.
Because the propagation function of signals decreases with their distance from an event,
an event may go undetected due to poor sensor location. As a result, the locations of sensors are
very important. When the goal is not to let events go undetected, the poorest response is defined
as the maximum probability of not detecting an event if it occurs in the monitored region. In this
case a minimax formulation is applied in this problem. The optimal solution is to provide the best
locations for sensors such that the poorest response is minimized as much as possible.
The problem addressed in this work is similar to the center problem, a well-defined
location problem that has played a dominant role in research. Suzuki et al. [1996] stated the
definition of the p-center problem as follows:
The p-center problem seeks the location of p facilities. Each demand point
receives its service from the closest facility. The objective is to minimize the
maximal distance for all demand points.
If there is only one facility to be located, the problem is called the 1-center; the optimal
location of

facilities is known as the -center problem. Extensive research has been conducted

on the p-center problem and numerically efficient algorithms to solve it. However, although the
p-center problem and the minimax sensor location problem share some similarities, existing
algorithms are not effective in addressing the problem described in this work.
In the -center problem, the facilities only interact with the customers closest to the
facility. However, in the sensor location problem, the propagation function of signals depends on
distance and thus the sensors interact with all customers in the region, whatever the distances are.
Furthermore, in the mathematical formulation, the propagation function of distance is converted
into detection probabilities in the objective function. Thus, it is easy to see that a traditional
solution procedure to the -center problem would produce poor results for problems addressed in
this work. Moreover, because the objective function is the product of the detection probabilities
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of multiple sensors in this work, the resulting model is a non-convex, non-linear one with a very
complicated structure. Thus, it is not easy to apply an existing algorithm, making it necessary to
develop a new one specific to the minimax sensor location problem.
Another issue to be addressed in solving a minimax sensor location problem is the
definition of the region in which the event occurs. It could be a unit line, a plane, etc. Until now
most of the research has been conducted in the area of the unit line and plane (see, for example,
Cavalier et al. [2007]). Furthermore, the region could also be a piecewise linear curve. The
applications to the piecewise linear curve include the placement of sensors along a border to
detect enemy penetration or the location of sensors to monitor events along a roadway. The
piecewise linear curve version of the problem was also addressed in Cavalier et al. [2008]. A
solution procedure utilizing Voronoi diagrams was proposed and provided quality solutions.
However, there are no restrictions on sensor locations, that is, these problems were solved as
unconstrained optimization problems. Thus an interesting question arises: what is the procedure
for solving a minimax sensor location problem if there are restrictions on the locations of the
sensors?
In practical applications, one possible case in the confinement of sensor locations
involves the problem of monitoring a piecewise linear curve. For example, the curve is assumed
to be a border of two countries such that the sensors can only be positioned within the region of
one country, which means the sensors can only be positioned on one side of the piecewise linear
curve. Alternatively, the sensors may only be positioned within the curve due to the geographical
situation. In these cases the problem is no longer an unconstrained problem. This new constrained
problem is investigated in this research.
The problem addressed here, then, is the minimax sensor location problem in monitoring
a piecewise linear curve, while the feasible region of sensors could take different forms. That is,
the events occur at any points on the piecewise linear curve and a finite number of sensors are
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positioned to monitor the events. With respect to different applications, the regional placement of
sensors can take three forms:
(1) Sensors are allowed to be placed without any restrictions;
(2) Sensors are confined to a single side of the piecewise linear curve; or
(3) Sensors are confined to placement along the piecewise linear curve.
Problem (1) has already been quite well-studied, most notably by Cavalier et al. [2008].
But problems (2) and (3) have not been addressed in the literature. This study is original in using
an algorithm design to solve the minimax sensor location problem for problems (2) and (3). A
modified heuristic algorithm using Voronoi diagrams based on Cavalier et al. [2008] is designed
in this work to solve the unconstrained minimax sensor location problem effectively. This method
produces either a local optimal solution, or a solution within some very small tolerance of a local
optimum. Furthermore, in order to solve a constrained optimization problem, an additional
procedure is developed in this work.
The rest of this thesis is divided as follows. Chapter 2 includes a review of pertinent
literature to the p-center problem, minimax sensor problem and the concept of Voronoi diagrams.
Chapter 3 presents the solution procedure to solve the minimax sensor location problem along a
piecewise linear curve while the placement region for sensors is unconstrained or confined.
Chapter 4 contains the computational results. Finally, chapter 5 presents conclusions along with
ideas for future extensions and research.

Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
The current literature was reviewed to gain background on work done pertinent to this
thesis. Section 2.1 presents the work that addresses sensor location problems. Section 2.2
examines the work done on the continuous p-center problem. Section 2.3 includes an introduction
to Voronoi diagrams and their application to p-center problems.

2.1 Sensor Location Problem
The sensor location problem is a variant of the facility location problem and has many
practical applications. Therefore, it has received much attention recently. A significant amount of,
literature has been found on the sensor location problem as it relates to identification and control.
Significant contributions have been made in the area of distributed parameter systems.
Qureshi et al. [1980] dealt with the objective of maximizing the determinate of the Fisher
information matrix associated with the parameters to be identified. Two examples were used to
illustrate the method. The parameters of the first example were to estimate the velocity of
propagation and the damping coefficient of a vibrating string. The second was concerned with the
estimation of the thermal diffusivity and radiation constant for a heat diffusion process. Burns and
King [1994] used minimax compensator design and piecewise approximation to determine
optimal feedback gains. Ucinski [2000] considered the problem of planning sensors movements
in the feasible region to maximize the accuracy of parameter identification in a distributed
system.
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Some research also has dealt with a sensor location problem relating to the detection of
large dynamic structures. Juang and Rodriguze [1979] set up a computer-implementable
formulation for minimizing the steady-state optimal cost function and provided a state estimation
error in the estimation process. Baruh and Choe [1988] analyzed the placement of sensors in
structural and reliability systems. Wang et al. [1994] showed a general formulation of the
optimization problem for the placement and sizing of piezoelectric actuators in adaptive LMS
control systems. Bhushan and Rengaswamy [2000] considered possible failures and proposed a
reliability formulation for selecting optimal sensors placements. Basseville et al. [1987] dealt
with the detection of dynamic changes in multivariable systems.
Another variant of the problem is to obtain the minimum number of sensors needed to
maintain coverage and connectivity in a network. Zou and Chakrabarty [2005] presented an
efficient technique for selecting active sensor nodes in dense sensor networks. An optimal
coverage-centric centralized approach based on integer linear programming was described.
There has also been research on the sensor location problem as it relates to surveillance.
Meguerdichian et al. [2001] dealt with the problem in a wireless sensor network and combined
computational geometry and graph theoretic techniques, specifically the Voronoi diagram and
graph search algorithms, to design a robust, efficient and scalable algorithm to be used in wireless
multi-sensor integration.
Other methods have been designed to develop a surveillance system for locating sensors
on a grid. Chakrabarty et al. [2002] solved the sensor location problem when there are different
types of sensors to be positioned. The objective was to achieve coverage at minimal cost. It was
found that all of the sensors should be placed at grid points, with the objective being to cover
every grid point by a unique subset of these sensors. An integer programming (ILP) solution for
minimizing the cost of sensors and still ensuring complete coverage of the sensor field was
presented first. Then, coding-theoretic bounds on the number of sensors and methods for
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determining their placement in the sensor field were provided. Lin and Chiu [2005] developed a
robust and scalable algorithm for coping with the sensor placement problem in target locations
under the constraints of cost limitation and complete coverage. A combinational optimization
problem was formulated to minimize the maximum distance error of two indistinguishable grid
points. Park et al. [2004] formulated a placement algorithm that took into account the desired
level of sensor redundancy to produce a set of useful sensor locations. It employed both global
and local optimizations to find a suitable placement. Compared to Chakrabraty et al. [2002], Lin
and Chiu [2005] and Park et al. [2004] considered the geographical features within the sensor
field, indicating that the detection could be affected by geographical conditions.
Chakrabraty et al. [2002], Lin and Chiu [2005] and Park et al. [2004] assumed the
detection model of a sensor to be a 0/1 coverage model where the coverage is assumed to be full
if the distance between a grid point and a sensor is less than the detection radius of the sensor;
otherwise, the coverage is assumed to be ineffective. If any grid point in a sensor field can be
detected by at least one sensor, the field is assumed to be completely covered.
Dhillon and Chakrabarty [2003] aimed to optimize the number of sensors and determine
their placements to support distributed networks. The optimization methodology was probabilistic
due to the uncertainty associated with sensor locations. The proposed algorithm addressed
coverage optimization under the constraints of imprecise detections and terrain properties. The
proposed algorithm was targeted at average coverage as well as maximizing the coverage of the
most vulnerable grid points. The issue of preferential coverage of grid points was also modeled.
In many practical applications, detection ability is calculated by a detection probability
function that depends on the distance between the sensor and the event. Therefore, one natural
criterion in detection accuracy is the non-detection probability, the probability of not detecting an
event when it occurs. The following papers addressed sensor location problems that related to
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minimizing the maximum non-detection probability––the objective of the optimization
methodology in this thesis.
Smallwood [1965] addressed the problem of the placement of n detection stations to
ensure optimum coverage of an arbitrary planar area. Through the assumptions, the problem was
viewed as a minimax sensor location problem. A hill climbing technique was developed to find a
locally optimal location for the stations. It was a repeated application of two steps. The first step
was to find those locations that were the local maxima of the non-detection probability. Then the
next step was to determine whether or not there is an incremental motion of the n stations that
decreases the current objective by solving the equations derived from the necessary condition of
local optimum. The whole process would terminate if no such motions could be found. The
procedure guaranteed that the problem continuously improved but not necessarily in the steepest
ascent direction.
Drezner and Wesolowsky [1997] addressed the minimax sensor location problem for
those occasions in which the domain is a unit line or a unit square. For the problem of a unit line,
a mathematical model was built based on the necessary condition of the local maxima and the
solutions to the model were used to locate the local peak. An efficient iterative algorithm was
developed based on this procedure.
For the problem of a unit square, if there is only one sensor, the best location in the plane
is the optimal solution to the 1-center problem. If there are multiple sensors, the situation
resembles the p-center problem and is a non-convex, non-linear problem. Four different
procedures were proposed for solving this problem. The first method was the univariate search,
which always optimized the location of one detector at a time while holding the others fixed to
their places. The second procedure was the Demjanov algorithm. It moved sensors in the steepest
ascent direction and optimized the objective function in this direction using a one-dimensional
search to obtain the step length. The third was the AMPL program for solving the planar problem.
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The simulated annealing approach was applied as the final method. The computational results
showed that the Demjanov algorithm always produced the best solutions among these four
procedures.
Cavalier et al. [2007] addressed the problem of placing p identical sensors in the domain
of an arbitrary convex polygon in the plane. The objective was to minimize the maximum
probability of non-detection. The Towards the Largest Peak (TLP) algorithm was developed
using the properties of Voronoi diagrams. The Voronoi vertex and extreme points in the convex
polygon were used to approximate the local maxima of non-detection probability. The entire
procedure was a repeated two-step algorithm. In the first step, the objectives of the Voronoi
vertex and extreme points were calculated so that the algorithm had the information of a response
surface within each Voronoi polygon. The second step was to move sensors towards the largest
peak in their corresponding Voronoi polygons. The entire process terminated until there was no
additional improvement in the objective. Through computational testing, Cavalier et al. [2007]
demonstrated that the problem was solved quite rapidly by this algorithm and usually produced
optimal solutions of high quality compared with the performance using Matlab to solve the
problem.
Based on the planar version of the sensor location problem, Cavalier et al. [2008]
addressed the same problem but the domain was a piecewise linear curve (PWL). The problem
was denoted as PWL-SELP. The PWL-TLP algorithm was developed to solve this problem. The
property of Voronoi diagrams was also applied in this work. Since the events can only occur
along PWL and the Voronoi vertices may be not on PWL, the Voronoi vertices cannot
approximate the local maxima of probability of non-detection appropriately. Instead, points
including the breakpoints of PWL and intersection points of Voronoi diagrams and PWL are used
to conduct an approximation. The direction finding method was similar with that in Cavalier et al.
[2007], which was to move sensors towards the local largest peak defined in the Voronoi
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polygons of the sensors. The solution approach in this work was also an iteration two-step
procedure. In addition, a modified differential evolution algorithm for PWL-SELP was used for
comparison with PWL-TLP. In Storn and Price [1997], Differential Evolution (DE) was an
evolutionary algorithm used to solve the continuous optimization problem. Through
computational testing, PWL-TLP solved the problem in a fast fashion and provided a better
solution than Modified DE.

2.2 The Continuous P-Center Problem
As mentioned previously, the objective of the p-center problem is to locate p servers in
order to minimize the maximal distance for all demand points. If the sensor locations occur over a
continuous area, the problem is the continuous p-center problem. The problem statement can be
found in Suzuki and Drezner [1996]:
Consider a demand area A in the plane. Locations for p facilities at

for

may be found such that the maximum distance from any point in area A to its closest facility is
minimized. The distance between a point
The objective is:

in the plane and facility i is denoted by

.

.

Francis [1967] gave a necessary condition for the p-center problem and a lower bound on
the value of a minimax solution that was attained for many problems.
For this problem, distances may be measured using the Euclidean metric. Elzinga et a.l
[1976] utilized nonlinear duality theory to solve the problem by maximizing a continuously
differentiable concave objective subject to a small number of linear constraints. Charalambous
[1981] introduced an iterative solution method for solving the multifacility location problem with
Euclidean distances under the minimax criterion. It transformed the problem into a sequence of
squared Euclidean minisum problems. A weighted 1-center problem was addressed in Megiddo
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[1983]. Drezner [1984] presented two heuristics and an optimal algorithm that solves the
minimax location-allocation problem for a given p in time polynomial in n (n is the number of
demand points). Chen et al. [1987] extended a method that was previously devised for the
solution of the p-center problem on a network to solve the analogous minimax location-allocation
problem in continuous space. The algorithm utilizing Voronoi diagrams to solve the p-center
problem was addressed by Suzuki and Drezner [1996]. Because the minimax location problem is
not differentiable everywhere, subgradient methods are also used (Chatelon et al. [1982],
Demjanov [1968]).
Distances may be also measured using a rectilinear metric. Wesolowsky [1972] utilized
rectangular distances to address the p-center problem for urban transportation and achieved
optimization through parametric linear programming.
A

metric was also considered. The definition of the

metric is presented below:

Given two points
and
, the distance of
metric is defined as
. When p=1, it is known as Manhattan
or rectilinear distance. When p=2, it is known as the Euclidean distance.
Drezner and Wesolowsky [1978] solved a continuous mimimax problem using the
metric. They presented a method that included the numerical integration of ordinary differential
equations and showed that it was computationally superior to methods that utilized nonlinear
programming.
Other than the Euclidean metric, rectilinear metric and

metric, the block norm was

also addressed in research on continuous p-center problems. According to the definition of block
norm, there is: a one-to-one correspondence between the set of norms and the set of closed,
bounded, convex sets whose interiors contain the origin and those are symmetric around the
origin. If B is such a set, then its corresponding norm is

where

. A norm is a block norm if its corresponding set B is a polytope. Ward and
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Wendell [1985] examined the ability of block norms to approximate actual highway distances and
showed how block norms yield a linear programming formulation of the p-center problems.
The p-center problems can also be divided into weighted and unweighted problems. The
weight is associated with demand points. If weights for demand points are the same, then this
indicates that these are unweighted problems. Contributors to the literature on unweighted
problems include: Charalambous [1981], Drezner [1984], Chen et al. [1987], Suzuki and Drezner
[1996], etc.
However, if the weights are different, they are incorporated into the model and the
distance is denoted as:

. Weighted problems

are found in the literature: Francis [1967], Elzinga et al. [1976], Megiddo [1983], etc.
Although the problem addressed in this thesis is a continuous optimization problem
whose objective is the minimax criterion, the sensors communicate with all demand points in the
region. However, in the p-center problem, the facility only interacts with the demand points
closest to it. Therefore, the algorithms proposed for the p-center problem are not applicable
directly to the problem in this work. But some offer good insights into the solution procedure,
such as Suzuki and Drezner [1996]. The use of Voronoi diagrams could be a useful approach to
the continuous optimization problem in this thesis.

2.3 The Voronoi Diagrams
Many location problems were considered quite difficult before the idea of Voronoi
diagrams came into being. Once Shamos and Hoey [1975] provided a method based on Voronoi
diagrams and an understanding of the strengths of computational geometry, many location
problems were able to be solved by methods based on various types of Voronoi diagrams (Iri et
al. [1984], Anrenhammer [1991], Okabe et al. [1992]).
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A Voronoi diagram can be described as follows (Preparata and Shamos [1985]): Let
a set containing a finite number of points (e.g., sensors) in the plane. For each point
of locations in the plane closer to
polygon of

, denoted as

than any other point in

be

, the set

is an element of the Voronoi

. The Voronoi diagram associated with

is V =

,

where n is the number of points contained in . A plot of the Voronoi diagram is shown in Figure
2-1.

Figure 2-1: A Voronoi diagram of 11 points in Euclidean Plane
Several methods for computing Voronoi diagrams are introduced below. Before
introducing these computational methods, a lower bound of its computational complexity is
provided. It takes time

lower bound to construct a Voronoi diagram of n points

whose x-coordinates are strictly increasing. This result was found by Djidjev and
Lingas [1991].
The first method is incremental insertion, first studied by Green and Sibson [1978] to
construct the Voronoi diagram. In this method,

is obtained from

by inserting site

p. This method was fine-tuned and efficient and robust implementations were presented in the
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work of Ohya et al. [1984] and Sugihara and Iri [1992]. Runtimes of

can be expected for

well distributed sets of sites.
The second method is the divide and conquer approach. The first deterministic worst-case
optimal algorithm for computing the Voronoi diagram was presented by Shamos and Hoey
[1975]. In this approach, the set of point sites, S, is split by a dividing line into subset L and R of
about the same sizes. Then, the Voronoi diagrams

and

essential parts are in finding the split line, and in merging

are computed recursively. The
and

to obtain

.

Additionally, an alternative method by Chin et al. [1995] was proposed and also works for
generalized Voronoi diagrams.
The third approach is the sweep approach. Bentley and Ottmann [1979] proposed the
sweep algorithm to compute the intersections of n line segments in the plane by moving a vertical
line, H, across the plane. The line segments currently intersected by H are stored in bottom-up
order. This order must be updated whenever H reaches an endpoint of a line segment or an
intersection point. The same approach is applied to generated Voronoi diagrams by keeping track
of the Voronoi edges which are currently intersected by the vertical sweep line. But the problem
is in discovering new Voronoi regions in time. By the time the sweep line hits a new site it has
been intersecting Voronoi edges of its region for a while. Fortune [1987] was the first to suggest a
method for this problem. In a planar transformation under which each point site becomes the
leftmost point of its Voronoi region, the first point hit occurs during a left-to-right sweep. But this
transformation does not change the combinatorial structure of the Voronoi diagram. Seidel [1988]
showed how to avoid this transformation.
A class of continuous optimization problems in facility location was solved using
Voronoi diagrams––the review is found in Okabe and Suzuki [1997]. A practical approach for
solving continuous p-center problem through the use of Voronoi diagrams is found in Suzuki and
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Drezner [1996]. A heuristic solution procedure based on Voronoi diagrams was proposed and the
lower bounds and upper bounds of the optimal solutions for the p-center problem were provided.
Suzuki and Drezner [1996] offered good insights into the problem addressed in this
thesis. The Voronoi diagram is a great tool to apply to minimax continuous optimization
problems.

Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the solution procedure designed to solve the minimax sensor location
problem along a piecewise linear curve (PWL) is presented. However, several preliminary topics
need to be addressed before that, including the assumptions, mathematical model, etc., to ensure
the validity of the algorithm.

3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions are made for the unconstrained piecewise linear sensor
location problem (Unconstrained PWL-SELP) in order to guarantee the effectiveness of the
algorithm developed in this work:
1. There are m identical sensors to be located.
2. The area of interest is a piecewise linear curve PWL in the plane (R2).
3. The event occurs with equal probability anywhere along PWL.
4. There are no existing sensors.
5. The detection probability function is dependent only on the distance from the event to
each individual sensor.
6. All sensors are in perfect working order with no internal or external influences affecting
performance.
7. The effectiveness of a sensor is independent of its location.
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8. There are no restrictions on sensor locations. (This will be relaxed in section 3.3.)
9. The detection probability function is a non-increasing, real-valued, continuous function
of distance from the event.
10. The sensors operate independently of each other.
It is understood that these assumptions may simplify the solution procedure and not
completely reflect the real situation. However, the solutions to the simplified model provide the
insights and basis into further discussion and research. Further work can be done by the revision
of the solution procedure in this work.
Besides assumptions, it is also necessary to present mathematical formulations before the
solution procedure.

3.1.2 Unconstrained PWL-SELP Mathematical Model
Let PWL represent a piecewise linear curve and
breakpoints associated with PWL. Suppose an event occurs at location
called event

denote the set of
PWL and is

for convenience. There are m sensors to be positioned to monitor the events while

there are no restrictions on sensor locations. The
probability of detecting event

is

Euclidean distance between event

sensor is located at

and the

where
and

, the

. The poorest response for Unconstrained PWL-SELP

will occur at the location where the probability of non-detection is the largest. The objective is to
minimize the maximum probability of non-detection.
Let

denote the vector of all sensor locations. Since the probability of

non-detection depends on both the Euclidean distance between the event and sensors and the
propagation function of the detection probability function (dpf), and the sensors operate
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independently of each other, the probability g(
of sensors

is

) that an event

is not detected for a fixed set

, the product of non-detection probabilities for event

being not detected by an individual sensor.
Because the event occurs with equal probability anywhere along PWL, the probability
density function of the occurrence of the events does not affect the optimum so it is dropped from
the model. Then the maximum probability of non-detection is denoted as:
. According to the minimax criterion,

should be

made as small as possible.
Therefore, the mathematical model for Unconstrained PWL-SELP is stated as in (3.1):

(3.1)
The optimal locations of m sensors are of interest to minimize the maximum probability
of non-detection. As mentioned before, this is a non-convex non-linear optimization problem
when

and it may not be addressed by any traditional methods or models in the area of

facility location since any sensor would interact with all demand points in the monitored region.
Therefore a whole new solution procedure specific for this problem is developed in this work.
The solution procedure can be visualized as an iterative two-phase process. First, for a fixed set of
sensor locations, the value of

is found (or approximated). This can be done by the discretization

of the domain to obtain the approximation of local maxima of non-detection probability. Once the
improving directions and the step length of the sensors are calculated, the sensors are moved and
the new value of

is recalculated. The goal of this solution procedure is to decrease the poorest

response and the entire process will terminate when there is no improvement in the objective.
This is the basic strategy applied in the Unconstrained Piecewise Linear – Toward the m Largest
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Peaks (UNCON-PWL-TMLP) algorithm developed in this work; the details are given in section
3.2.

3.2 Solution Procedure for Unconstrained Optimization Problems

3.2.1 Unconstrained Piecewise Linear – Toward the m Largest Peaks (UNCON-PWLTMLP)
As noted in Cavalier et al. [2007], given a set of sensors and a convex polygon

,

the local peaks can be approximated by using the vertices of the Voronoi diagram generated by
the sensors and the boundary of S. This was the basic strategy for solving the planar version of
minimax sensor location problem in Cavalier et al. [2007]. However, if the domain to monitor is
PWL, the vertices of the Voronoi diagram are insufficient to attain the appropriate approximation
of local peaks of the probability of non-detection. In Cavalier et al. [2008], the problem addressed
was to monitor events occurring along PWL, and two sets of points are used to approximate the
maximum probability of non-detection: the breakpoints

of PWL and the intersection points

where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons generated by the sensor locations. Examination
shows that it is not the most effective and efficient method to move an individual sensor during
the algorithm. In some cases this may worsen the objective. Therefore in Cavalier et al. [2008],
once the probability of non-detection is determined for each breakpoint

and intersection point

, the sensors move towards the largest local peaks defined in their corresponding Voronoi
polygons simultaneously in Phase One. After repeating this process until no further improvement
can be made, the sensors are repositioned by using global information derived from the Voronoi
diagram and PWL to fine-tune the sensor locations in Phase Two.
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Although the solution procedure for the unconstrained problem in this work is also an
iterative two-phase procedure, there are several modifications, which include a direction-finding
technique, a step-length finding technique, etc. In Phase One, the sensors are not moving towards
the largest local peaks defined in their Voronoi polygons but the

largest peaks of non-detection

probability.
In the PWL-TLP algorithm in Cavalier et al. [2007], the sensors are moving towards the
largest local peaks defined in their Voronoi polygons in Phase One. But in the UNCON-PWLTMLP algorithm, they are moving towards the

largest peaks of non-detection probability. This

method is called the assignment method and is the main method in Phase One. It means that any
local peak is not compared within its corresponding Voronoi polygon but compared with all other
local peaks. Once the probabilities of non-detection are calculated for breakpoints
intersection points
these

, the

and

largest objectives and the corresponding points are known. Then

peaks are assigned to the closest available sensors from the largest objective values to the

smallest according to the assignment rules, whose details are provided in section 3.2.1.2. In this
case, there is a one-to-one relationship between the sensors and the

largest local maxima and

each sensor is moved towards the assigned local maximum, thus reducing the peaks of nondetection probability and improving the overall objective. The reason to move sensors towards
the m largest local peaks is that the objective is the maximum probability of non-detection; as
long as the largest objectives are reduced, the solutions improve.
Additionally, note that in some iterations the improving directions of sensors are poor and
the solution procedure terminates where the sensor locations are far from the optimum; thus,
another direction-finding technique is developed to help alleviate this problem. In Phase One,
when the objective does not improve after the maximum allowable unsuccessful iterations under
the same search directions generated by the assignment method, it is necessary to generate a
different improving direction by another moving strategy, which is named locate2 below. In
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locate2, the sensors do not move simultaneously but one by one towards their closest global
maximum. The reason to turn to locate2 in Phase One is that the search direction generated by the
assignment method sometimes is poor, such that the entire procedure becomes stuck in the
current sensor locations. If another search direction is generated to move the sensor locations and
reduce the objective, it is likely that the procedure could continue. Although it is not the most
effective and efficient method for moving an individual sensor in locate2, this method helps
alleviate the problem and allows the procedure to continue. However, since the assignment
method is an efficient method for moving all sensors simultaneously, the main method in Phase
One is still the assignment method. If the procedure becomes stuck, the algorithm resorts to
locate2 to continue the process. That is, locate2 is not applied in every iteration in Phase One, but
is applied whenever the number of unsuccessful iterations is larger than the maximum allowable
iterations under the same search direction generated by the assignment method in Phase One.
Once locate2 is finished, the algorithm turns to the assignment method and the procedure in
Phase One continues. The details of locate2 are presented in section 3.2.1.3.
After repeating this process until no further improvements can be made, Phase One
terminates with a solution of sensor locations and Phase Two begins. Again, all sensors move
simultaneously in Phase Two but they move towards the same location: the global peak of nondetection probability. This can result in a significant amount of improvement in the final solution.

3.2.1.1 Points used to approximate local peaks
The problem in this work is a continuous optimization problem such that the evaluation
of objectives is a difficult issue. It is not effective to evaluate the objective by using grids of the
PWL. The best way to evaluate objectives and find the local peaks is to select some candidate
points to approximate local peaks. In the minimax sensor location problem related to monitoring
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PWL in Cavalier et al. [2008], there are two sets of points to approximate the maximum
probability of non-detection: the breakpoints

of PWL and the intersection points

where PWL

intersects the Voronoi polygons generated by sensor locations. The reason to select these points
to approximate local maxima of non-detection probability is that the poorest response is likely to
occur along the boundaries of Voronoi polygons and the breakpoints

of PWL. These points are

also denoted as the critical points in the following; one example of the critical points is presented
in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Sets of critical points Defined by PWL, the Voronoi diagrams and four sensors .
In order to show that these critical points make a good approximation of the local peaks,
the plots of the objective values along PWL are presented in Figure 3-2 to Figure 3-5. The
numerical example used in the verifications from Figure 3-2 to Figure 3-5 is built along PWL
whose breakpoints are
=

. The detection probability function is
where d represents the Euclidean distance. In each plot, the x-axis
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represents the x-coordinate of the linear curve and the y-axis denotes the probability of nondetection at the corresponding point on PWL. Compared with Figure 3-1, Figure 3-2 to Figure 3-5
show that the local peaks of non-detection probability are likely to occur along the boundaries of
Voronoi polygons and the breakpoints

of PWL. The intersection points

where PWL

intersects the Voronoi polygons are used to estimate the local peaks since they are the points both
on the boundaries of Voronoi polygons and PWL. It is found out that not all points in the set of
critical points are close to local peaks, but the real local peaks are very close to some points in
this set such that it is appropriate to use this set to estimate local maxima of non-detection
probability. The approach provides estimations of the local peaks on a continuous region
efficiently.

Figure 3-2: Objective values along

in PWL.
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Figure 3-3: Objective values along

in PWL.

Figure 3-4: Objective values along

in PWL.

Figure 3-5: Objective values along

in PWL.
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3.2.1.2 The assignment method
The direction-finding technique in UNCON-PWL-TMLP is to move sensors towards the
m largest peaks. Each sensor has only one associated local maximum. The question is how to
assign the local maxima to the sensors.
The idea in the assignment method is to build a one-to-one relationship between sensors
and the m largest local maxima such that all sensors move simultaneously to possibly decrease
the m largest local peaks at the same time. If the number of local peaks
move simultaneously towards n local maxima while other

, only n sensors

sensors hold at their positions.

Therefore, the basic strategy of the assignment rule is to assign local maxima from the largest
objective values to the smallest to the closest available sensor. An available sensor means that it
is not assigned to any local maximum yet in the algorithm. The reason for assigning the local
maxima from the largest objective values to the smallest is that the objective in this work is to
minimize the maximum probability of non-detection so the point with the larger objective is more
important than a smaller one. It is obvious that the effect of the movement of a closer sensor to
decrease the objective is larger than a more distant sensor. Thus, the local maxima are assigned
from the largest objective values to the smallest.
As noted before, the points used to approximate local maxima are the breakpoints
the intersection points

and

where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons generated by current sensor

locations. It is obvious that there is almost always only one closest sensor to the breakpoint . It
is possible that

is on a Voronoi boundary (the intersection of two Voronoi polygons) so there

are two closest sensors. For this reason, it is necessary to check whether
boundary in the assignment procedure. However, for the intersection point
two closest sensors because it is on a Voronoi boundary.

is on a Voronoi
, there are at least
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In the assignment procedure, if the local maximum to be assigned is a breakpoint , it is
assigned to the closest available sensor. This means that if the closest sensor
is not assigned to any local maximum, assign

to

. But if

to the breakpoint

is already assigned to a larger

local maximum, find the closest sensor among the remaining available sensors and assign
If the local maximum to be assigned is an intersection point
complicated. The intersection point

to it.

, the procedure is more

almost always has two closest sensors. If these two sensors

are already assigned to other larger local maxima, find the closest sensor among the remaining
available sensors and assign
Or if the two closest sensors to

to it. If only one of these two sensors is available, assign
are both available,

to it.

is temporarily held showing that it is not

assigned to any local maxima yet. In the following assignment procedure, once a sensor is
assigned, check the assignment status of the two closest sensors to
available sensor, assign

to it; otherwise,

. If there is only one

is still temporarily held and it is not assigned until

at least one of its closest sensors is assigned to other local maximum . Note that the two closest
sensors to

cannot be assigned to other local maxima simultaneously since only one sensor is

assigned in each iteration of the assignment procedure.

3.2.1.3 locate2 process
As mentioned in section 3.2.1, in Phase One, once sensors become stuck in the procedure
due to the poor directions generated by the assignment method, the algorithm turns to locate2.
Compared with the assignment method which involves moving all of the sensors towards the m
largest peaks simultaneously as described in section 3.2.1.2, locate2 moves the sensors one by
one towards the multiple global maxima. locate2 may not improve the objective significantly but
could possibly reduce the peak to some extent and allows the entire process to continue without
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early termination. Once locate2 is finished, the algorithm returns to the assignment method and
the procedure in Phase One continues.
In locate2, global information is used to determine the search direction and the sensors
move towards multiple global maxima. Let

denote the current largest objective; then the

approximated local peaks whose objectives are in the interval

are

considered as multiple global maxima. The reason for moving the sensors towards multiple global
maxima but not the overall global maximum is that if all sensors move towards the overall global
maximum, the movement away from the points whose objectives are close to
objectives of these points to increase and become larger than

enable the

, which means that the problem

is worsened by this movement. Therefore, the sensors in locate2 move towards multiple global
maxima.
During the movement procedure in locate2, every sensor tries to move towards its closest
global maxima. If the resulting direction and step-length reduce the objective, the movement is
accepted and the sensor locations are updated. Otherwise, if the movement does not improve the
objective, the movement is abandoned and the sensor locations remain fixed at their current
locations. Therefore, it is possible that in one iteration of locate2, not every sensor makes an
actual movement because the movements of some sensors are not successful due to their lack of
acceptance. Note also that not all global maxima are trying to be reduced since it is possible that
these points are not closest to any sensor. Once locate2 is finished, the updated sensor locations
are returned to the assignment method and the procedure continues.
It is obvious that it is most efficient to move all sensors simultaneously. But in some
cases doing so may produce bad results if the directions of motion are bad. Thus, in locate2 the
sensors move one by one towards the assigned point. Although it is more expensive in the view of
computation and may not improve the objective by a large extent, it is likely to improve the
objective by a small extent with a suitable step-length and allows the entire procedure to continue.
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3.2.2 UNCON-PWL-TMLP Algorithm
PHASE One – There are two methods in Phase One. The main method is the assignment
method, using the information provided by the

largest peaks of probability of non-detection to

reposition the sensors. If the number of local peaks

, use the information provided by the

largest peaks. The sub-method is locate2, using the global maxima information to determine the
search directions.
Step 1. Set the iteration counter in Phase One
. Let

, unsuccessful iteration counter

. Let databest represent sensor locations providing the current best objective

. Choose an initial set of sensor locations

.

Step 2. Find the Voronoi diagram corresponding to current sensor locations
and form a tessellation of the convex hull of PWL. Let
where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons. Let
Finally, let

,

represent the set of intersection points
denote the set of breakpoints of PWL.

be the set of points used to estimate the maximum probability of

non-detection.
Step 3. Determine the probability of non-detection
for each point

. The maximum probability of non-detection of points in

is

.
Step 4. Determine the

largest peaks of the probability of non-detection and let

denote these peaks. If the number of local peaks
probability of non-detection and let
objective values to the smallest in

largest peaks of the

denote these peaks. Assign the points from the largest
to the sensors according to the prescribed assignment

rules described in section 3.2.1.2. Let
Through this procedure sensor

, determine the

represent the local peak associated with sensor

is associated with only one local peak

in

.

and the
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sensor moves toward

. If

, there are

locations and their corresponding

are themselves.

Step 5. Compute

and let

direction vector that attempts to move sensor
Step 6. For sensor
for step length

sensors staying fixed at their current

. Then

toward

.

to be moved, compute new sensor locations

obtained in the line search procedure. Find the corresponding Voronoi diagram

of new sensor locations and the set

, the points used to approximate local maxima of non-

detection probability. Determine the probability of non-detection of points
in the set

is a unit

and the resulting

Step 7. If

for each point

.
, then replace k by k

,

, let

, let

databest and go to Step 4. Otherwise, the step-length size is reduced by multiplying
. If

, then stop and return databest to Phase Two; If

be
and a=a

the maximum allowable number of

iterations, which is denoted as ω in the following, go to Step 8; Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 8. Find the Voronoi diagram generated by databest and form a tessellation of the
convex hull of PWL. Let
Voronoi polygons. Let

represent the set of intersection points

where PWL intersects the

denote the set of breakpoints of PWL. Finally, let

be

the set of points used to estimate the maximum probability of non-detection.
Step 9. Determine the probability of non-detection
for each point
is

. The maximum probability of non-detection of points in
.

Step 10. Obtain the points whose objectives are in the interval
denote the set of these multiple global maxima points.

. Let
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Step 11. For sensor

in databest, choose the closest point in

one closest point, choose one randomly. The selected

. If there is more than

is the point toward which sensor

is

moving. Note that it is likely that more than one sensor moves towards the same point in the set
in locate2.
Step 12. Set the iteration counter of movement in locate2
Step 13. Move
locations. The

toward its associated

.

and fix other sensors at their original

are generated in the same way described in Steps 5 and 6 with the resulting

improving directions and step-length . The maximum probability of non-detection of the new
sensor locations

is calculated by the procedure in Step 8 and Step 9.

Step 14. If

, the new sensor locations are accepted to be databest and

. If

, the movement of the

sensor is abandoned and databest stays

the same.
Step 15. If
sensor, set

, which means that an attempt has not been made to move at least one
. Return to Step 13. If

, the process is done. Return current databest to

Step 2.

PHASE Two – This phase uses global maximum information to reposition the sensors.
Step 16. Given the set of current best sensor locations
the iteration counter

found in Phase One, set

.

Step 17. Find the Voronoi diagram corresponding to current sensor locations
and form a tessellation of the convex hull of PWL. Let
where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons. Let
Finally, let
non-detection.

;

represent the set of intersection points
denote the set of breakpoints of PWL.

be the set of points used to approximate the maximum probability of
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Step 18. Determine the probability of non-detection
for each point

. The maximum probability of non-detection of points in

is

.
Step 19. Find the points in
be the subset of

whose objectives are

,including the points closest to

Step 20. Compute

for step length . Find

. Let

.

and let

unit direction vector that attempts to move each sensor
Step 21. For sensors

and denote them as

. Then

is a

towards the closest global peak.

to be repositioned, compute a new sensor location
, the set of points corresponding to new sensor locations.

Determine the probability of non-detection of points

for each point

in the set

and

corresponding
Step 22. If

, then replace k by k

,

locations be databest and go to Step 19. Otherwise, step length size
by . If

, let the new sensor
is reduced by multiplying

, then stop; otherwise, go to Step 21.

3.2.2.1 Choosing a set of initial solutions
Cavalier et al. [2008] addressed the minimax sensor location problem involved in
monitoring a piecewise linear curve and found that it is a difficult non-convex non-linear
optimization problem. Thus, there may be many local optima. It is reasonable to conclude that the
choice of initial solutions is important to the quality of final solutions. One option for generating
the initial solutions is to generate initial solutions randomly. However, through empirical testing
it was found that the initial solutions generated by uniformly distributing sensors along the
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original piecewise linear curve (PWL) or a second piecewise linear function (MPWL) derived
from the midpoints of the original segments could provide good solutions. In this thesis, this
approach is applied to initiate the starting solutions. Four types of starting solution sets are
generated. Suppose PWL has a total of n line segments with breakpoints

sorted

from the smallest x-coordinate to the largest. Let L represent the total length of PWL. In a Type 1
Initial Solution, the m sensors are uniformly distributed along PWL. Sensor 1 is located a distance
d from the point

and sensor m is placed a distance d from the point

sensors, the distance between adjacent sensors is defined as

. With respect to other
. Seven different sets

of initial solutions are obtained by uniformly changing the value of d in the interval
An example of one set of Type 1 Initial Solutions is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3-6: Type 1 Initial Solution

.
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Type 2 Initial Solutions also uniformly distribute the m sensors along PWL. The
separating distance between adjacent sensors is

. Seven different sets of starting solutions are

generated in this way. In the first set of starting solutions, sensor 1 is located at
located a distance of
a distance of

from point

from point

. In the final set of starting solutions, sensor 1 is placed

and sensor m is located at point

the distance between sensor 1 and point

and sensor m is

. That is to say, let d denote

, so that seven different sets of initial solutions are

obtained by uniformly changing the value of d in the interval

. An example of one set of

Type 2 Initial Solutions is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3-7: Type 2 Initial Solution
The method of generating the sets of initial solutions for Type 3 and 4 Initial Solutions is
the same as for Types 1 and 2. However, the sensors are not positioned on PWL. Another
piecewise linear function is generated by utilizing the breakpoints

and

and the midpoints

of the original piecewise linear segments and it is called midpoint piecewise linear function
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(MPWL). The sensors are uniformly distributed in MPWL and the manner of generating the initial
solutions is the same as in Types 1 and 2.
In Type 3 solutions, the m sensors are uniformly distributed in MPWL. Seven sets of
initial solutions are obtained in the same way as in Type 1 solutions. In Type 4 solutions, seven
sets of initial solution are generated using the same approach in Type 2 solutions along MPWL.
Examples of Type3 and Type 4 Initial Solutions are shown in Figures 3-8 and 3-9.

Figure 3-8: Type 3 Initial Solution
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Figure 3-9: Type 4 Initial Solution
As a result, there are total of 28 (7+7+7+7) sets of initial sensor locations for each run of
the algorithm.

3.2.2.2 Choosing a step length
The choice of step length

in Step 6, Step 13 in Phase One and Step 21 in Phase Two

has an important effect on the final optimal solutions and the efficiency of the algorithm. If the
initial

is small, it is possible to have more iterations so that it may take more computational

time. If the initial

is too large, a local optimum may be reached but the algorithm could possibly

have many unsuccessful steps. As mentioned before, the problem in this thesis is a non-convex,
non-linear programming problem. Thus, it is difficult to determine an optimal step-length size
through a numerical approach. In Cavalier et al. [2008], Phase One was solved five times with
different step-length parameters and the best solution is then passed to Phase Two.
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In the UNCON-PWL-TMLP algorithm, a different approach is applied to obtain the
optimal step length for the search directions of sensors, which is the golden section line search
method.
Given the current sensor locations

and the unit improving direction

, a mathematical formulation is derived:

(3.2)
Equation (3.2) is a function of only one variable and a line search method is applicable.
Equation (3.2) is almost always non-convex for this problem and it is likely to have multiple local
minima; the number of local minima does not matter in this work. Once a local optimum is found,
its corresponding step-length

and the real improving direction guarantee that the objective

improves. So the step-length

obtained in the line search procedure serves as the step-length size

to move the sensors in the algorithm.
Among different line search methods, the reason for selecting the golden section line
search method is that it has been proven to be an efficient method whose reduction ratio is given
by

, where v denotes the number of functional evaluations. The details are presented

as follows:
Initialization step:
Let

denote the current sensor locations, and let

represent

the local maximum towards which the sensors move. Then the distance between the sensors and
their respective assigned local peaks are known as

. The minimum distance among

is the initial step size. The allowable final length of the interval of
uncertainty is

.

It is necessary to demonstrate the reason for choosing the minimum distance among
as the initial step size in line search. The choice of the initial step size is
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very important. If it is too large, many iterations are needed and more computational time will be
required. If the step length is too small, it is possibly too small to contain a local optimum. The
local optimal step length possibly occurs at a location between the sensors and their associated
peaks. Since the sensors are moving simultaneously at most times in the algorithm, it is
appropriate to set the initial step size as the minimum distance among
Let

represent the interval of uncertainty with initial

step size, let
Evaluate

,

and
and

, let

.

, where

the initial
.

and go to the Main Step.

Main Step
1. If

stop; the optimal solution lies in the interval [

] and the interval‟s

mid-point serves as the optimal solution. Otherwise, if
if

, go to Step 2; and

, go to Step 3.

2. Let

and

. Furthermore, let

. Evaluate
3. Let

and

and go to Step 4.
. Furthermore, let

. Evaluate
4. Replace

by

, and let

, and let

and go to Step 4.

and go to Step 1.

Then the optimal solution to this procedure serves as the step length with the current
search directions used to reposition the sensors. If the movement successfully improves the
objective, the procedure continues. Note that the objective value could be worse than the current
optimal objective. The reason is that the real optimal step length is smaller than l, the allowable
final length of the interval of uncertainty. In this case, the step length needs to be reduced by
multiplying by . Through empirical testing
and

.

is also important in finding the optimal solutions,
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3.3 Solution Procedure for Constrained Optimization Problems
Section 3.2 presents the solution procedure of UNCON-PWL-TMLP to solve the
Unconstrained PWL-SELP. The solution procedure for the Constrained PWL-SELP is presented
in this section. Before presenting the solution procedure, it is necessary to state the preliminaries
and the mathematical formulation.

3.3.1 Constrained PWL-SELP Mathematical Model
The assumptions of the Constrained PWL-SELP are the same as those in section 3.1.1
except Assumption 8 is relaxed for this problem: There are no restrictions on sensor locations.
The problem statement of the constrained problems is almost the same as that for the
unconstrained one except that there are restrictions on sensor locations now.
Suppose an event occurs at location

PWL and it is called event

for

convenience. There are m sensors to be positioned within a confined region to monitor events.
The poorest response for Constrained PWL-SELP will occur at the location where the probability
of non-detection is the largest. The objective is to minimize the maximum probability of nondetection.
Since the problem statement is the same as that for Unconstrained PWL-SELP except
that there are restrictions on sensor locations in this section, the mathematical model for
Constrained PWL-SELP is stated as in (3.3):

(3.3)
while

is a specific confined feasible region to position the sensors.
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As mentioned in chapter 1, the region for positioning the sensors can take three forms in
the minimax sensor location problem along PWL. Problems (2) and (3) in chapter 1 are allconstrained problems, which are presented as follows:
(2) Sensors are confined to a single side of the piecewise linear curve; and
(3) Sensors are confined to placement along the piecewise linear curve.
Although the feasible region of sensors is different between these two problems, the
mathematical model and the solution procedure for Constrained PWL-SELP are the same for
different forms of the feasible regions.
The feasible optimal locations of m sensors are of interest in minimizing the maximum
probability of non-detection. Constrained PWL-SELP is also a non-convex non-linear
optimization problem and it is not appropriate to apply any traditional methods or models. A new
solution procedure is necessary to solve this problem.
The solution procedure of Unconstrained PWL-SELP is presented in section 3.2 and
offers good insights into Constrained PWL-SELP. Since the models for these two problems are
almost the same except that there are restrictions on the feasible region of sensors in Constrained
PWL-SELP, the solution procedure for Unconstrained PWL-SELP is applicable to Constrained
PWL-SELP but it is necessary to add a procedure to attain feasibility of the solutions in the new
algorithm.
The solution procedure for Constrained PWL-SELP also can be visualized as an iterative
two-phase process. First, for a fixed set of feasible sensor locations, the value of

is found (or

approximated). This can be done by the discretization of the domain to obtain the approximation
of local maxima of non-detection probability. Once the search directions and step lengths of the
sensors are calculated, the sensors are moved and the new value of

is recalculated. However,

the feasibility of solutions should be maintained during the entire process. The goal of this
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solution procedure is to decrease the poorest response so that the entire process will terminate
until there is no improvement of the objective.
The details of Constrained Piecewise Linear – Toward the m Largest Peaks (CON-PWLTMLP) algorithm are given in section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Constrained Piecewise Linear – Toward the m Largest Peaks (CON-PWL-TMLP)
As mentioned in section 3.2, the set of breakpoints

of PWL and intersection points

where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons generated by sensor locations is used to approximate
the local peaks. The reason for selecting these points is that the poorest response is likely to occur
along the boundaries of Voronoi polygons and the breakpoints

of PWL. There are two phases

in the solution procedure for CON-PWL-TMLP. In Phase One, the main method is the
assignment method, which involves moving sensors towards the m largest local peaks
simultaneously. If the number of local peaks
n local maxima while the other

, only n sensors move simultaneously towards

sensors hold at their positions. If the search direction does

not successfully improve the objective, the algorithm resorts to locate2. In locate2, the sensors
move one by one towards their closet global maximum. After repeating this process until no
further improvements can be made, Phase One terminates with a solution of sensor locations and
Phase Two begins. Again, all sensors move simultaneously in Phase Two but they move towards
the same location: the global peak of non-detection probability. Note that in the entire procedure
the feasibility of sensor locations are checked and to be fixed once they are infeasible.
The modification in CON-PWL-TMLP compared with UNCON-PWL-TMLP is a
method for attaining the feasibility of sensor locations. Since PWL is not a convex function, it is
very difficult to develop search directions and step lengths to guarantee that sensor locations
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generated by the movement are feasible. However, once sensor locations are found to be
infeasible, they are moved to feasibility through a procedure.
Therefore, two procedures are developed in this section. The first procedure is to check
the feasibility of solutions generated by search directions and step lengths. If the result reveals
that the solutions are infeasible, the method of finding the closest feasible solutions is used. Once
the feasible solutions are known, the objective is evaluated. If it improves the objective, the
movement is accepted and the procedure continues. Otherwise, the step length is reduced or the
algorithm resorts to another method. The method of checking the feasibility of a solution is
presented in section 3.3.2.1 and the method of finding the closest feasible solutions for the
infeasible solutions is presented in section 3.3.2.2.

3.3.2.1 Feasibility check
CON-PWL-SELP is a constrained optimization problem and it is necessary to guarantee
the feasibility of solutions. A feasibility check is applied to the starting solutions and the solutions
generated by the movements in the algorithm.
A feasible solution to the sensor locations requires that all sensor locations be feasible. If
there is at least one infeasible sensor, the solution is infeasible. In this thesis, a quick procedure
for checking the feasibility of an individual sensor is developed.
First of all, the optimal sensor locations should stay within the convex hull of PWL since
it offers a better feasible location than outside the convex hull.
Assume that PWL has no vertical line segments and the convex hull is divided into subregions according to the x-coordinates of the endpoints. The resulting sub-regions have their
associated line segments in PWL. An example of PWL, its convex hull and the division of subregions is presented in Figure 3-10.
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In the example presented in Figure 3-10, the sub-regions and line segments of the sensors
are determined efficiently by the x-coordinates of sensor locations.

Figure 3-10: PWL, its convex hull and the division of sub-regions.
Recall Problems (2) and (3) in chapter 1:
(2) Sensors are confined to a single side of the piecewise linear curve.
(3) Sensors are confined to placement along the piecewise linear curve.
Therefore, the linear constraints of Problem (2) are inequality constraints and those of
Problem (3) are equality constraints.
The sub-regions and the line segments associated with sensors are critical to the
feasibility check. If the sensor satisfies the linear constraint of the corresponding line segment, it
is feasible. The reason for this claim is that the sub-region associated with any individual sensor
is bounded by the limit of x-coordinates of the endpoints of the corresponding line segment, linear
constraint of its corresponding line segment and the convex hull. Once the corresponding sub-
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region and line segment of a sensor are found, the constraints due to the limits of the xcoordinates of the endpoints of the corresponding line segment and the convex hull are satisfied
automatically. Then the constraint left to satisfy is the linear constraint on its corresponding line
segment. Therefore, as long as the sensor satisfies the linear constraint, it is a feasible sensor.
A numerical example of conducting a feasibility check is presented in Figure 3-11. There
are 6 sensors in this example and PWL has endpoints
that sensors are only allowed to be positioned on the lower side of PWL and sensors
are obviously infeasible from Figure 3-11.
The current sensor locations in Figure 3-11 are:

The inequality linear constraints of PWL are:
:
:
:
:
The corresponding line segment of
.

is feasible.
The corresponding line segment of

.

is .

is feasible.
The corresponding line segment of

.

is .

is

.

is

.

is infeasible.
The corresponding line segment of
.

is feasible.

. Assume
and
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Figure 3-11: Example of feasibility check.
The corresponding line segment of
. Therefore,

.

is

.

is feasible.

The corresponding line segment of
. Therefore,

is

is infeasible.

It is found out that sensors

and

are infeasible, which is also demonstrated in Figure

3-11. Therefore, the feasibility check is proved to be effective.

3.3.2.2 Projection to closest feasible points
It is necessary to check the feasibility of sensor locations in CON-PWL-SELP. Since it is
possible to have infeasible sensor locations generated by movements during the procedure, a
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method for fixing infeasible solutions and rendering them feasible is developed in this section. It
is called the projection to the closest feasible points. The procedure involves projecting any
infeasible individual sensor to its closest feasible point.
First of all, not all sensors in infeasible solutions to sensor locations are projected since
some sensors may be feasible. In addition, PWL is critical to determining the feasibility for
Problems (2) and (3). PWL divides the entire convex hull into two continuous parts; only one part
is feasible in Problem (2). In Problem (3), PWL is the feasible region of sensor locations.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the closest feasible point of any infeasible sensor
should be located on PWL.
In the projection to the closest feasible points, a method for finding the closest point on
PWL is developed. The perpendicular feet and their altitudes are used to find these points.
Wolfram MathWorld addressed the definition of the perpendicular foot:
The perpendicular foot, also called the foot of an altitude, is the point on the leg
opposite a given vertex of a triangle at which the perpendicular passing through
that vertex intersects the side. The length of the line segment from the vertex to
the perpendicular foot is called the altitude of the triangle.
Let

represent the location of the

sensor and

represent the

PWL. Let

represent the location of the perpendicular foot of

Note that

is not necessarily located on

line segment of

to the extended line of .

but on its extended line. If

is located on , it is

denoted as the feasible foot since it is located on PWL. The length of the altitude
from

to

.

Let
foot

is calculated

, which means

is the closest perpendicular foot to

is the shortest altitude and the perpendicular
. There are two scenarios in the closest

perpendicular foot on PWL to
Scenario 1:
feasible point to

.

is a feasible perpendicular foot located on PWL so that

is the closest
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Scenario 2:

is not a feasible perpendicular foot because it is not located on PWL so

that the closest feasible point could be an endpoint of line segments in PWL or the closest feasible
perpendicular foot.
The method for finding the closest feasible point in PWL for Scenario 2 is presented as
follows:
Step 1: Find the closest feasible perpendicular foot
altitude

. This line segment is denoted as
Step 2: Find all line segments

distances between

.
whose altitudes are less than

and the closer endpoints in

Step 3: Find

at PWL and the corresponding

as

. Denote the

.

and the corresponding endpoint, then the endpoint

is the closest feasible point to

.

One example is presented to illustrate the procedure of projection to the closest feasible
points. This numerical example is found in Figure 3-12. There are 5 sensors for monitoring PWL.
PWL has endpoints

. The current sensor

locations are

Assume that sensors are only allowed to be placed in the upper part of PWL. It is found
that sensors

,

and

are infeasible, as shown in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12: Example of projection to closest points.
The altitudes of infeasible sensors to all line segments are calculated and the closest
perpendicular feet of these sensors are known.
For

, the closest perpendicular foot is located on , which is denoted as

.

For

, the closest perpendicular foot is located on

, which is denoted as

.

For

, the closest perpendicular foot is located on

, which is denoted as

.

The perpendicular feet are shown in Figure 3-12 and
Therefore,

and

However,

and

are feasible points.

are projected to their closest perpendicular feet, respectively.
is not projected to its closest perpendicular foot since

point. Thus, the closest feasible point of

is an infeasible

could be an endpoint of PWL or the closest feasible

perpendicular foot. The procedure for Scenario 2 is conducted:
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Step 1: The altitudes from

;

;

;

;

. The closest feasible perpendicular foot is
Step 2: The altitudes of
closer breakpoints in
between

and

is

are smaller than

is

Step 3: Find
,

;

.

. The distance between

. (The closer breakpoint is

and the closer breakpoints in

feasible point to

;

to the line segments in PWL are

.) The distance

. (The closer breakpoint is
; its corresponding point is

is projected to

and the

.)

. As the closest

.

The comparison of old infeasible solutions to sensor locations and new feasible solutions
to projected sensor locations is presented in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13: Comparison of original sensor locations and new feasible projected sensor locations.
Figure 3-13 demonstrates that the projection to the closest feasible points is an effective
method to use in making the infeasible sensor locations feasible, so it is applied in the CONPWL-TMLP algorithm.
With the feasibility check and projection to the closest feasible points, the CON-PWLTMLP algorithm is presented in section 3.3.3.
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3.3.3 The CON-PWL-TMLP Algorithm
PHASE One – There are two methods in Phase One. The main method is the assignment
method, using the information provided by the

largest peaks of probability of non-detection to

reposition the sensors. If the number of local peaks

, use the information provided by the

largest peaks. The sub method is locate2, utilizing the global maxima information to determine
the search direction.
Step 1. Set the iteration counter in Phase One
. Let
objective

, unsuccessful iteration counter

. Let databest represent the sensor locations, providing the current best
. Choose an initial set of sensor locations

Step 2. Check the feasibility of

.
. If it is an infeasible solution to sensor

locations, project the infeasible sensors to their closest feasible points on PWL to generate a new
solution to sensor locations
locations

. Find the Voronoi diagram corresponding to current sensor

and form a tessellation of the convex hull of PWL. Let

intersection points

where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons. Let

breakpoints of PWL. Finally, let

,

represent the set of
denote the set of

be the set of points used to estimate the

maximum probability of non-detection.
Step 3. Determine the probability of non-detection
for each point

. The maximum probability of non-detection of points in

is

.
Step 4. Determine the

largest peaks of probability of non-detection and let

denote these peaks. If the number of local peaks
probability of non-detection and let
objective to the smallest in

, determine the

largest peaks of the

denote these peaks. Assign the points from the largest

to the sensors according to the prescribed assignment rules
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described in section 3.2.1.2. Let

represent the local peak associated with sensor

Through this procedure sensor
sensor move toward

is associated with only one local peak

. If

, there are

locations and their corresponding

and the

sensors staying fixed at their current

and let

direction vector that attempts to move sensor

for step-length

in

are themselves.

Step 5. Compute

Step 6. For each sensor

.

. Then

toward

is a unit

.

to be moved, compute new sensor locations

obtained in the line search procedure. Check the feasibility of

. If it is an infeasible solution for the sensor locations, project any infeasible sensor
to its closest feasible point on PWL to generate a new solution
Voronoi diagram of

and the set

. Find the corresponding

, the points used to approximate local maxima of non-

detection probability. Determine the probability of non-detection of points
in the set

and the resulting

Step 7. If

.
, then replace k by k

,

, let a=0, let

databest and go to Step 4. Otherwise, step length is reduced by multiplying
, then stop and return databest to Phase Two; if a
iterations, which is denoted as

for each point

and a=a

to be
. If

the maximum allowable number of

in the following, go to Step 8; Otherwise, go to Step 6.

Step 8. Find the Voronoi diagram corresponding to databest and form a tessellation of
the convex hull of PWL. Let
the Voronoi polygons. Let

represent the set of intersection points

where PWL intersects

denote the set of breakpoints of PWL. Finally, let

be the set of points used to estimate the maximum probability of non-detection.

,
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Step 9. Determine the probability of non-detection
for each point

. The maximum probability of non-detection of points in

is

.
Step 10. Obtain the points whose objectives are in the interval

the

. Let

denote the set of the multiple global maxima points.
Step 11. For sensor

in databest, choose the closest point in

one closest point, choose one randomly. The selected

. If there is more than

is the point towards which sensor

moves. Note that it is likely that more than one sensor moves towards the same point in the set
in locate2.
Step 12. Set the iteration counter of movement in locate2
Step 13. Move

towards its associated

.

and fix other sensors at their current

locations. The resulting sensor locations are generated in the same way described in Steps 5 and 6
with the resulting improving directions and step length . The feasibility of the resulting sensor
locations is checked and the infeasible sensors are projected to their closest feasible points. Let
be the updated feasible sensor locations. And
detection of

, is calculated by the procedure in Step 8 and Step 9.

Step 14. If

,

, the movement of the
Step 15. If
sensor, set

, the maximum probability of non-

are accepted to be databest and

. If

sensor is abandoned and databest stays the same.

, which means that an attempt has not been made to move at least one
. Return to Step 13. If

, the process is done. Return current databest to

Step 2.

PHASE Two – This phase uses global maximum information to reposition the sensors.
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Step 16. Given the set of current best sensor locations
the iteration counter

found in Phase One, set

.

Step 17. Check the feasibility of

. If it is an infeasible set of sensor

locations, project any infeasible sensor to its closest feasible point on PWL to generate the new
solution

. Find the Voronoi diagram corresponding to current sensor locations

form a tessellation of the convex hull of PWL. Let
where PWL intersects the Voronoi polygons. Let
let

,

and

represent the set of intersection points
denote the set of breakpoints of PWL. Finally,

be the set of points used to approximate the maximum probability of non-

detection.
Step 18. Determine the probability of non-detection
for each point

. The maximum probability of non-detection of points in

is

.
Step 19. Find the points in
be the subset of

whose objectives are

including the points closest to

Step 20. Compute

and denote them as

. Let

.

and let

unit direction vector that attempts to move each sensor location

. Then

is a

towards the closest global

peak.
Step 21. For sensors

to be repositioned, compute a new sensor location

for step-length . Check the feasibility of

. If it is an infeasible set

of sensor locations, project the infeasible sensor to its closest feasible point on PWL to generate
the new solution

. Find

, the set of points corresponding to new sensor locations

Determine the probability of non-detection of points
corresponding

for each point

in the set

and

.
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Step 22. If

, then replace k by k

and go to Step 19. Otherwise, the step-length

,

, let

is reduced by multiplying . If

be databest
, then stop;

otherwise, go to Step 21.

3.3.3.1 Choosing a set of initial solutions
The quality of initial solutions is very important to the optimal solutions. In UNCONPWL-SELP, the sets of starting solutions are obtained by the method followed to uniformly
distribute the sensors along PWL or MPWL, and the procedure is described in section 3.2.2.1.
They serve as the starting solutions in Constrained PWL-SELP. In solving CON-PWL-SELP in
this thesis, the sets of optimal solutions of UNCON-PWL-SELP are already obtained. Compared
with the starting solutions to UNCON-PWL-SELP, the optimal solutions to UNCON-PWL-SELP
provide better information on the response surface and they are likely closer to the local optima of
CON-PWL-SELP so that fewer computations are required. Since there are 28 sets of initial
solutions for unconstrained optimization problems, there are a total of 28 sets of initial sensor
locations for each run of the CON-PWL-SELP.

3.3.3.2 Choosing a step-length
The line search described in Step 6, Step 13 in Phase One and Step 21 in Phase Two in
section 3.3.3 is also a golden section line search. The procedure is exactly the same as the one
described in section 3.2.2.2.

Chapter 4

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In order to conduct computational testing, the UNCON-PWL-TMLP algorithm and the
CON-PWL-TMLP algorithm were coded in Wolfram Mathematica. A copy of the code is
attached in the Appendix.
In the numerical examples presented in this chapter, the dpf in the test problems is gravity
decay as defined by

. The probability of non-detection in the final optimal

solution for each run is calculated by using a grid of 1000 uniformly-spaced points on PWL.

4.1 Comparisons between PWL-TLP and UNCON-PWL-TMLP
The PWL-TLP algorithm developed in Cavalier et al. [2007] and the UNCON-PWLTMLP algorithm are compared in this section by using the same test problem. In this test
problem, PWL has endpoints

and the

problems of 2 sensors to 10 sensors are studied. Note that in this example there are no restrictions
on sensor locations. The results are summarized in Table 4-1.
The results in Table 4-1 show that the optimal objective values of PWL-TLP and
UNCON-PWL-TMLP are slightly different, showing that UNCON-PWL-TMLP generates
reasonable results and is a reliable method.

Table 4-1: Results for gravity decay

on PWL1.
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PWL-TLP algorithm

PWL-TMLP algorithm

Probability of Non-detection

Probability of Non-detection

2

0.95874

0.95873

3

0.89685

0.89669

4

0.81225

0.81325

5

0.75476

0.76056

6

0.62578

0.62869

7

0.55248

0.55165

8

0.49479

0.49157

9

0.34594

0.35589

10

0.32544

0.32208

Number of
Sensors

4.2 Computational Results and Analysis
In this section the CON-PWL-TMLP algorithm, which is developed based on the
UNCON-PWL-TMLP algorithm, is applied with the UNCON-PWL-TMLP algorithm to study
two numerical examples.
In each of the numerical examples, the problems of 2 to 10 sensors are studied.
Recall Problems (1) to (3) in chapter 1.
(1) Sensors are allowed to be placed without any restrictions;
(2) Sensors are confined to a single side of the piecewise linear curve; or
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(3) Sensors are confined to placement along the piecewise linear curve.
Therefore, for each test problem, all three scenarios of constraints on sensor locations are
studied to check the effectiveness of the algorithms developed in this thesis.

4.2.1 Numerical Example 1
In this example, PWL has endpoints
. It is denoted as PWL1 as follows. For Problem (1), the starting solutions are
generated by uniformly distributing sensors along PWL or MPWL. The optimal solutions of each
run of Problem (1) are the starting solutions of Problems (2) and (3); thus, there are also 28 runs
for each test problem.
Table 4-2 summarizes the objective values of the optimal solutions of Problems (1) to (3)
of 2 sensors to 10 sensors. In Problem (2), two scenarios of sensor locations are considered: the
sensors are confined to the upper or lower side of PWL. Therefore, the sensors are confined to the
upper side of the piecewise linear curve––denoted as Problem (2.1)––while the lower side is
denoted as Problem (2.2).
The objective value is the best value obtained from the 28 runs for each problem.
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Table 4-2: Results for gravity decay

in Numerical Example 1.

UNCON-PWL-TMLP
Number of
Sensors

CON-PWL-TMLP
Probability of Non-detection
Problem (2)

Probability of Nondetection
Problem (1)

Problem (2.1)

Problem (2.2)

Probability of Nondetection
Problem (3)

2

0.95873

0.96031

0.95873

0.96031

3

0.89669

0.90186

0.9028

0.90374

4

0.81325

0.84381

0.81279

0.84381

5

0.76056

0.75843

0.7788

0.7775

6

0.62869

0.65364

0.62824

0.64965

7

0.55165

0.55611

0.55164

0.55642

8

0.49157

0.50311

0.49553

0.50553

9

0.35589

0.37763

0.35428

0.40944

10

0.32208

0.32535

0.32241

0.32033
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Several observations may be made from the results presented in Table 4-2.
(1) Since there are no restrictions on sensor locations, the optimal solutions to the
unconstrained optimization problems should obtain the best objective value, which is also
demonstrated at most times in Table 4-2. However, it is found that in some cases the optimal
solutions to the constrained problems are even better than those for the unconstrained problems.
This is possibly due to different initial solutions. For unconstrained problems, the initial solutions
are generated by uniformly distributing the sensors along PWL or MPWL. However, the initial
solutions for constrained problems are the optimal solutions for the unconstrained problems.
Therefore, the objective values of the initial solutions of the constrained problems are better than
those for the unconstrained problems. Note that the quality of initial solutions is very important.
Thus, it is possible to generate better solutions even with constraints as long as there is a good
starting solution.
(2) Table 4-2 shows that the optimal solutions for Problem (2.2) are usually the best
among three different constrained problems. The constraint in Problem (2.2) is that sensors are
confined to the lower side of PWL. Since the optimal solutions stay within the convex hull of
PWL and the lower side of PWL1 covers more area in the convex hull than the upper side, the
optimal solutions to Problem (2.2) could be better than for the other two constrained problems. In
addition, in Problem (3) sensors are only allowed to be placed within PWL such that the objective
of Problem (3) could be higher than other problems. All of these conclusions are demonstrated by
the results in Table 4-2.
In addition to Table 4-2, Figure 4-1 shows the optimal solutions and the corresponding
global maximum for Problems (1) to (3). There are 7 sensors to be positioned. Note that Problem
(1) is an unconstrained problem and Problems (2) and (3) are constrained versions and these
optimal solutions shown in Figure 4-1 are not generated from the same set of initial solutions,
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which means that the starting solutions of Problems (2) and (3) are not the optimal solutions of
Problem (1) in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: Example of optimal solutions and global maxima of Problems (1) to (3) of 7 sensors
of PWL1.
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Since the optimal solutions in Figure 4-1 are not generated from the same set of initial
solutions, Figure 4-2 shows the change in sensor locations and the corresponding global
maximum from unconstrained problems to constrained problems based on the same set of initial
solutions. There are also 7 sensors to be positioned. Note that the optimal solutions in Figure 4-2
are generated from the same set of initial solutions and the optimal solutions of Problem (1) are
the initial solutions of Problems (2) and (3).
In Figure 4-2, most sensor locations in the optimal solution to Problem (1) stay in the
lower side of PWL1 and the optimal solutions to Problems (1) and (2.2) are relatively close to
each other. The locations of the corresponding global maximum are also quite close.
However, the location of a global maximum for Problem (2.1) is far away from that for
Problem (1). Compared with Problem (1), the locations of
quite different. Although the movements of
from endpoint

,

and

,

and

in Problem (2.1) are

are not very large, they move away

. Thus, the objective value of this endpoint increases to the global maximum.

The situation in Problem (3) is similar.
Therefore, the optimal solutions to the constrained problems are as close to the optimal
solutions for the unconstrained optimization problems as possible. Even with small steps in the
movements of sensors, the location of global maxima could be quite different from the
unconstrained one.

4.2.2 Numerical Example 2
In Example 2, PWL has endpoints

and denoted as

PWL2. Compared with PWL1, PWL2 is steeper. This numerical example is studied to see whether
the solution procedure is robust in the forms of PWL. The problems of 2 to 10 sensors are studied
and there are 28 runs for each problem.
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Figure 4-2: Example of change in optimal solutions from Problems (1) to (3) of 7 sensors of
PWL1.
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Table 4-3 summarizes the optimal objective values of Problems (1) to (3) of 2 sensors to
10 sensors. The results show that the form of PWL does not affect the solution procedure and the
algorithm generates solutions of good quality.
An observation may be made from the results. In Table 4-3, it is shown that the optimal
solutions for Problem (1), the unconstrained problem, are always much better than the
constrained problems for a small number of sensors. However, as the number of sensors
increases, the optimal solutions for Problems (1) and (2.2) are usually better than for Problems
(2.1) and (3). The solutions for Problem (2.2) are sometimes slightly better than those for
Problem (1). Note that Problem (1) is an unconstrained problem but Problem (2.2) is a
constrained problem to confine sensor locations to the lower side of the curve. The reason for the
better solutions for Problem (2.2) than for Problem (1) could be the better starting solutions for
Problem (2.2) than for Problem (1). This is already explained in section 4.2.1. However, in this
example the number of sensors is an important factor in the final solutions. With a small number
of sensors, the objectives of Problem (2.2) are much larger than Problem (1). However, the
objectives of Problem (1) and Problem (2.2) are almost the same with a large number of sensors.
And this observation is quite different from information offered in section 4.2.1.
Figure 4-3 is an example of the optimal solutions and the corresponding global maxima
for Problems (1) to (3) when there are 3 sensors. In Figure 4-4, there are a total of 7 sensors in the
example. Note that these optimal solutions are not generated from the same set of initial solutions,
which means that the starting solutions of Problems (2) and (3) are not the optimal solutions of
Problem (1) in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4.
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Table 4-3: Results for gravity decay

in Numerical Example 2.

UNCON-PWL-TMLP
Number of
Sensors

CON-PWL-TMLP
Probability of Non-detection
Problem (2)

Probability of Nondetection
Problem (1)

Problem (2.1)

Problem (2.2)

Probability of Nondetection
Problem (3)

2

0.87838

0.88202

0.8864

0.88951

3

0.78594

0.80457

0.83098

0.84708

4

0.69568

0.73266

0.71808

0.74837

5

0.59547

0.64917

0.59854

0.67336

6

0.4934

0.53771

0.49337

0.53739

7

0.42904

0.43595

0.42895

0.44008

8

0.31099

0.3482

0.30957

0.34826

9

0.259

0.26383

0.2578

0.2682

10

0.19386

0.22672

0.19055

0.22255
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Figure 4-3: Example of optimal solutions and global maxima for Problems (1) to (3) of 3 sensors
of PWL2.
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Figure 4-4: Example of optimal solutions and global maxima for Problems (1) to (3) of 7 sensors
of PWL2
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In order to conduct further analysis, Figure 4-5 shows the change in sensor locations and
the corresponding global maximum from the unconstrained to constrained problems based on the
same set of initial solutions, which means that the optimal solutions of Problem (1) are the initial
solutions of Problems (2) and (3). And there are 3 sensors to be positioned. In Figure 4-6, there
are a total of 7 sensors. Both figures are made for a comparison of different numbers of sensors. It
is found out that the changes of locations of global maxima are quite significant even with small
steps in the movements of sensors whatever the number of sensors is.
In a comparison of Figure 4-1 to 4-6, it is found that the unconstrained optimal solutions
for PWL1 are closer to the curve than for PWL2. This is because PWL1 is much flatter than
PWL2 so the sensors of the unconstrained problems get closer to the curve. This is also
demonstrated by the fact that the difference between the optimal solutions for constrained
problems of PWL1 is smaller than for PWL2.
Since PWL2 is much steeper than PWL1, the optimal sensor locations in the
unconstrained problems are located in the middle area between two connecting line segments of
PWL2 when there are only a small number of sensors to be positioned. Therefore, in the
constrained problems, the movements of the infeasible sensors exert a large effect on the
solutions since the objectives of points on PWL2 close to the infeasible sensors increase by a
large extent. This is why the objective value of the constrained problem is much worse than the
unconstrained problem when the number of sensors is small in section 4.2.2.
However, when there are more sensors to be located, the sensors become closer to PWL2
so that the effects of the movements of the infeasible sensors are not as large as before. Further,
the lower side of PWL2 occupies more space of the convex hull than the upper side so that more
sensors in Problem (1) stay in the lower side. In solving Problem (2.2) in which sensors are
confined to the lower side of the curve, there are fewer infeasible sensors to move and the
response surface of the objective value is almost the same. Therefore, when there are more
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sensors to locate, the objective values of Problems (1) and (2.2) are close to each other and better
than those of Problems (2.1) and (3).

Figure 4-5: Example of change in optimal solutions from Problems (1) to (3) of 3 sensors of
PWL2.
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Figure 4-6: Example of change in optimal solutions from Problems (1) to (3) of 7 sensors of
PWL2.

Chapter 5

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A heuristic algorithm to solve the minimax sensor location problem along a piecewise
linear curve was presented in this thesis. In the minimax sensor location problem, a finite number
of sensors are to be positioned to detect the events that are likely to occur in the region being
monitored. The objective of the problem is to minimize the maximum probability of nondetection. Unconstrained and constrained versions of the problem were studied. In the
unconstrained problems, sensors can be positioned at any points. However, in the constrained
problems, sensors are confined within a specific region. The Euclidean distance metric is used.
A heuristic algorithm, which utilizes the properties of the Voronoi diagrams to discretize
the continuous region in order to approximate the local peaks and obtain search directions, was
developed in this thesis to solve PWL-SELP. The algorithm to solve the unconstrained problem is
presented first, which is named UNCON-PWL-TMLP. There are two phases in the algorithm to
obtain the final optimal solutions. Based on UNCON-PWL-TMLP, the algorithm to solve the
constrained problem was developed, which is named CON-PWL-TMLP. It adds a procedure to
ensure the feasibility of solutions. The solution procedures were found to provide solutions of
high quality.
Several areas related to this research warrant further investigations. It is assumed that
events can only occur along the unit line, the unit square, a convex polygon and PWL in the
previous literature. One possible extension is that events occur in a non-linear curve or even a
sphere. Moreover, it is not necessary to use the same type of sensors in the problem. Different
types of sensors are to be positioned to minimize the maximum probability––this could be an
interesting extension.
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In the assumptions for the mathematical formulations in this thesis, the events occur with
equal probability anywhere along PWL. However, it is known that it is not realistic in some cases.
Therefore, in this variation the events occur with unequal probability anywhere along PWL or
other regions so the probability density function of the occurrence of the events is incorporated
into the objective function. In this case the problem is similar to the weighted p-center problem.
The current algorithm is not applicable to this problem; the algorithms for the weighted p-center
problem and the weighted Voronoi diagrams may be good approaches for solving it.
Additionally, it is assumed that the detection probability function only depends on the
distance from the event to the sensor. However, other factors may affect the performance of the
sensors such as terrain conditions within the region. It is also possible that there is a barrier
between a point in the region and a sensor so that the signals transmitted from the sensor to this
point are weakened. Therefore, one variation is to consider geographical conditions in the region
and their effects.
In this thesis, the detection probability function is a non-increasing, real-valued,
continuous function of distance from the event. However, it is also possible that the sensors have
a detection radius. Within the detection radius, the detection probability is calculated by dpf.
However, if the distance between the sensor and the event exceed the detection radius, the event
cannot be detected. Also it is assumed that sensors are in perfect working order with no internal
or external influences affecting performance. One possible extension is that sensors have possible
failures and the solution procedure has to consider the scenario that sensors fail to work.
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Appendix

COMPUTER CODE FOR A MINIMAX SENSOR LOCATION PROBLEM
ALONG A PIECEWISE LINEAR CURVE
<<ComputationalGeometry
FindIntSol1[k_]:=
(*to find different set of initial solutions*)
Module[{i,j,s,x,y,xy,alpha,xtemp,ytemp,xytemp,step,dtemp,m,n,length,delta,fixstep}
s=k;
length=perim*0.25;
delta=length/(eachnumint-1);
(*delta = distance between different set of initial solutions*)
alpha=(s-1)*delta;
step=(perim-2 alpha)/(sensornum-1);
fixstep=step;
j=1;
m=2+numstat;
n=sensornum+numstat
(*Find the first sensor location*)
xtemp=xpwl[[1]];
ytemp=ypwl[[1]];
xytemp=linelist[[1]];
Label[begin2];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,linelist[[j+1]]]]
If[Abs[dtemp-alpha] eps
AppendTo[xint,xpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,ypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,linelist[[j+1]]]
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j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>alpha
x=xtemp+xdir[[j]]*alpha;
y=ytemp+ydir[[j]]*alpha;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy]]
If[dtemp<alpha
alpha=alpha-dtemp;
j=j+1;
xtemp=xpwl[[j]];
ytemp=ypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin2]]
For[i=m
i n,
i++
step=fixstep;
xtemp=xint[[i-1]];
ytemp=yint[[i-1]];
xytemp=intpt[[i-1]];
Label[begin];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,linelist[[j+1]]]]
If[Abs[dtemp-step] eps,
AppendTo[xint,xpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,ypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,linelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1]
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If[dtemp>step,
x=xtemp+xdir[[j]]*step;
y=ytemp+ydir[[j]]*step;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<step,
step=step-dtemp;
j=j+1;
xtemp=xpwl[[j]];
ytemp=ypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin];]
]
];
FindIntSol2[k_]:=
(*to find different set of initial solutions*)
Module[{i,j,s,x,y,xy,alpha,xtemp,ytemp,xytemp,step,dtemp,m,n,length,delta},
s=k;
length=perim/sensornum;
(* the total distance of variance of starting points *)
delta=length/(eachnumint-1);
(* delta = distance between different set of initial solutions*)
alpha=(s-1)*delta;
(* the distance between the first point in this group and the first pwl point *)
j=1;
m=2+numstat;
n=sensornum+numstat
(*Find the first sensor location*)
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xtemp=xpwl[[1]];
ytemp=ypwl[[1]];
xytemp=linelist[[1]];
Label[begin2];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,linelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-alpha] eps,
AppendTo[xint,xpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,ypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,linelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>alpha,
x=xtemp+xdir[[j]]*alpha;
y=ytemp+ydir[[j]]*alpha;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<alpha,
alpha=alpha-dtemp;
j=j+1;
xtemp=xpwl[[j]];
ytemp=ypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin2];]
For[i=m,
i n,
i++,
step=perim/sensornum;
xtemp=xint[[i-1]];
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ytemp=yint[[i-1]];
xytemp=intpt[[i-1]];
Label[begin];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,linelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-step] eps,(* the next starting point is in this line segment *)
AppendTo[xint,xpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,ypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,linelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>step, (* the next starting point is in this line segment *)
x=xtemp+xdir[[j]]*step;
y=ytemp+ydir[[j]]*step;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<step,(* the next starting point is not in this line segment, and at least in the next line
segment or further*)
step=step-dtemp;(* adjust the step length *)
j=j+1;
xtemp=xpwl[[j]];
ytemp=ypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin];]
]
];
FindIntSol3[k_]:=
(*to find different set of initial solutions*)
Module[
{i,j,s,x,y,xy,alpha,xtemp,ytemp,xytemp,step,dtemp,m,n,length,delta,fixstep},
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s=k;
length=mperim*0.25;
delta=length/(eachnumint-1);
(*delta = distance between different set of initial solutions*)
alpha=(s-1)*delta;
step=(mperim-2 alpha)/(sensornum-1);
fixstep=step;
j=1;
m=2+numstat;
n=sensornum+numstat;
(*Find the first sensor location*)
xtemp=mxpwl[[1]];
ytemp=mypwl[[1]];
xytemp=mlinelist[[1]];
Label[begin2];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,mlinelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-alpha] eps,
AppendTo[xint,mxpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,mypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,mlinelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>alpha,
x=xtemp+mxdir[[j]]*alpha;
y=ytemp+mydir[[j]]*alpha;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<alpha,
alpha=alpha-dtemp;
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j=j+1;
xtemp=mxpwl[[j]];
ytemp=mypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin2];]
For[i=m,
i n,
i++,
step=fixstep;
xtemp=xint[[i-1]];
ytemp=yint[[i-1]];
xytemp=intpt[[i-1]];
Label[begin];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,mlinelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-step] eps,
AppendTo[xint,mxpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,mypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,mlinelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>step,
x=xtemp+mxdir[[j]]*step;
y=ytemp+mydir[[j]]*step;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<step,
step=step-dtemp;
j=j+1;
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xtemp=mxpwl[[j]];
ytemp=mypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin];]
]
];
FindIntSol4[k_]:=
(*to find different set of initial solutions*)
Module[{i,j,s,x,y,xy,alpha,xtemp,ytemp,xytemp,step,dtemp,m,n,length,delta},
s=k;
length=mperim/sensornum;
(* the total distance of variance of starting points *)
delta=length/(eachnumint-1);
(* delta = distance between different set of initial solutions*)
alpha=(s-1)*delta;
(* the distance between the first point in this group and the first pwl point *)
j=1;
m=2+numstat;
n=sensornum+numstat;
(*Find the first sensor location*)
xtemp=mxpwl[[1]];
ytemp=mypwl[[1]];
xytemp=mlinelist[[1]];
Label[begin2];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,mlinelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-alpha] eps,
AppendTo[xint,mxpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,mypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,mlinelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
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If[dtemp>alpha,
x=xtemp+mxdir[[j]]*alpha;
y=ytemp+mydir[[j]]*alpha;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<alpha,
alpha=alpha-dtemp;
j=j+1;
xtemp=mxpwl[[j]];
ytemp=mypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin2];]
For[i=m,
i n,
i++,
step=mperim/sensornum;
xtemp=xint[[i-1]];
ytemp=yint[[i-1]];
xytemp=intpt[[i-1]];
Label[begin];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,mlinelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-step] eps,(* the next starting point is in this line segment *)
AppendTo[xint,mxpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[yint,mypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[intpt,mlinelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>step, (* the next starting point is in this line segment *)
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x=xtemp+mxdir[[j]]*step;
y=ytemp+mydir[[j]]*step;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[xint,x];
AppendTo[yint,y];
AppendTo[intpt,xy];]
If[dtemp<step,(* the next starting point is not in this line segment, and at least in the next line
segment or further*)
step=step-dtemp;(* adjust the step length *)
j=j+1;
xtemp=mxpwl[[j]];
ytemp=mypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin];]
]
];
GetPoint[P1_,P2_,D1_,D2_,yn_]:=
(* obtain the intersection point of two line segments *)
Module[{x1,x2,y1,y2,t1,t2,s1,s2,x,y,z1,z2,res,tf},
{x1,y1}=P1;
{x2,y2}=P2;
{t1,s1}=D1;
{t2,s2}=D2;
tf=yn;
res={x,y}/.Solve[{(y2-y1) (x-x1)= =(y-y1) (x2-x1),(s2-s1) (x-t1)= =(y-s1) (t2t1)},{x,y}][[1]];
{z1,z2}=res;
(* Adjust the problem due to Ray *)
If[tf= =1,
If[(z1<x1<x2)||(x2<x1<z1),res={};];
If[(z1<t1&&z1<t2)||(z1>t1&&z1>t2),res={};];
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If[(z2<y1<y2)||(y2<y1<z2),res={};];
If[(z2<s1&&z2<s2)||(z2>s1&&z2>s2),res={};];,
If[(z1<x1&&z1<x2)||(z1>x1&&z1>x2),res={};];
If[(z1<t1&&z1<t2)||(z1>t1&&z1>t2),res={};];
If[(z2<y1&&z2<y2)||(z2>y1&&z2>y2),res={};];
If[(z2<s1&&z2<s2)||(z2>s1&&z2>s2),res={};];
];
Return[res];
];
FindIntersection[k_]:=
(* obtain intersection points of Voronoi diagram and PWL *)
Module[{j,t=k,lth,T1,T2,index,sol,rayyn},
lth=Length[vorval[[t,2]]]; (* lth = # of elements in the V-polygon *)
For[j=2,
j lth,
j++,
index=vorval[[t,2,j]];
If[TrueQ[Head[vorvert[[index]]]= =List],
T1=vorvert[[vorval[[t,2,j-1]]]];
T2=vorvert[[index]];
rayyn=0;,
T1=vorvert[[index,1]];
T2=vorvert[[index,2]];
rayyn=1;
];
sol=GetPoint[T1,T2,D1,D2,rayyn];
If[TrueQ[sol {} ],
AppendTo[pointlist,{sol,t}];
AppendTo[pointlists,sol];
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(* pointlists include all intersection points but pointlist include all intersection points and
their corresponding sensors *)
];
If[TrueQ[Head[vorvert[[index]]]= =List]&&j= =lth,
T1=vorvert[[vorval[[t,2,1]]]];
T2=vorvert[[index]];
rayyn=0;
sol=GetPoint[T1,T2,D1,D2,rayyn];
If[TrueQ[sol {} ],
AppendTo[pointlist,{sol,t}];
AppendTo[pointlists,sol];];
];
];
];
Funcgen[data2D_]:=
(* module to generate a new objective function *)
Module[{x,y,u,list,sx,sy,j},
list=data2D;
sx={};sy={};
For[j=1,
j Length[list],
j++,
AppendTo[sx,list[[j,1]]];
AppendTo[sy,list[[j,2]]];
];
ndf[x_,y_]:=(1-(1-Exp[-(1/((x-sx[[i]])2+(y-sy[[i]])2))]));
(* non-detection function of individual sensor *)
f[u_]:=Product[ndf[u[[1]],u[[2]]],{i,1,sensornum}];
];
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FindIndex[]:=
(* to find index of sensors closest to breakpoints of pwl and intersection points of pwl and
voronoi polygons *)
Module[{i,j,k,a,pointlist2,intpts,pointer,pospointer},
pointlist2=pointlist;
intpts=Length[pointlists];
(* intpts = number of intersection points *)
(* bptlist = list of sensors in data2D closest to the breakpoints in the pwl *)
For[i=1,
i Length[linelist],
i++,
a=Nearest[data2D,linelist[[i]]];
k=Position[data2D,a[[1]]][[1,1]];
AppendTo[bptlist,{k}];
];
For[i=1,
i intpts,
i++,
pointer={};
(* a temporary list to store data *)
pospointer={};
(* used to delete data *)
For[j=1,
j Length[pointlist2],
j++,
If[pointlist2[[j,1]]= =pointlists[[i]],
AppendTo[pointer,pointlist2[[j,2]]];
AppendTo[pospointer,{j}];]
];
AppendTo[interlist,pointer];
(* in order to save some time in finding repetitive elements *)
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pointlist2=Delete[pointlist2,pospointer];
];
];
FindCloseSensor[S1_]:=
(* this module helps to find the closest and available sensor to the critical v-point *)
Module[{x,temp,sen,index,T1},
T1=S1;
x=Position[ocpstatus,0][[All,1]];
temp=data2D[[x]];
sen=Nearest[temp,T1][[1]];
index=Position[data2D,sen][[1]];
Return[index];
];
Assignbpt[T1_,i_]:=
Module[{S1,objorder,corsen},
S1=T1;
(* S1 is a breakpoint of pwl *)
objorder=i;
(* objorder is the order of the objective of this point in vptlist *)
corsen=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[1]];
(* corsen is the corresponding sensor *)
If[ocpstatus[[corsen]]= =0,
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;,
corsen=FindCloseSensor[S1][[1]];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
];
];
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Assignintpt[T1_,i_]:=
Module[{S1,objorder,corsen1,corsen2,corsen},
S1=T1;
(* S1 is an intersection point *)
objorder=i;
(* objorder is the order of the objective of this point in vptlist *)
corsen1=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[1]];
corsen2=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[2]];
(* corsen is the corresponding sensor *)
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]+ocpstatus[[corsen2]]= =2,
corsen=FindCloseSensor[S1][[1]];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
];
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]+ocpstatus[[corsen2]]= =1,
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]] = =0,
corsen=corsen1;,
corsen=corsen2;
];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
];
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]+ocpstatus[[corsen2]]= =0,
numhold=numhold+1;
AppendTo[holdpt,{S1,i}];
];
];
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Finalpt[P1_]:=
Module[{S1,corsen},
S1=P1;
corsen=Position[ocpstatus,0][[1,1]];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[sensornum]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
];
normf[{x_,y_}]:=(x x+y y);
FindStep[data_,direction_,maxidis_]:=
Module[{sensorloc,dirc,l,a,b, , , ,tempsensor1,tempsensor2,tempobj1,tempobj2,sol,shortest},
sensorloc=data;
dirc=direction;
shortest=maxidis;
l=0.1;
a=0;b=Min[5,shortest];
=0.618;
=a+(1- ) (b-a);
=a+ (b-a);
tempsensor1=sensorloc+ dirc;
tempsensor2=sensorloc+ dirc;
tempobj1=Evaluation[tempsensor1];
tempobj2=Evaluation[tempsensor2];
Label[stepbegin];
If[(b-a) l,
sol=Mean[{a,b}];
Return[sol];
];
If[tempobj1<tempobj2,
a=a;
b= ;
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= ;
=a+(1- ) (b-a);
tempobj2=tempobj1;
tempsensor1=data2D+ dirc;
tempobj1=Evaluation[tempsensor1];,
a= ;
b=b;
= ;
=a+ (b-a);
tempobj1=tempobj2;
tempsensor2=data2D+ dirc;
tempobj2=Evaluation[tempsensor2];
];
Goto[stepbegin];
];
Evaluation[sensors_]:=
Module[{data,interpos,i,j},
data=sensors;
{vorvert,vorval}=VoronoiDiagram[data];
raynum=Length[Select[vorvert,Head[#]= =Ray&]];
(* raynum is the number of rays of the Voronoi diagram *)
pointnum=Length[vorvert]-raynum;
(* pointnum is the number of points in the Voronoi diagram *)
pointlist={};
pointlists={};
vptlist={};
(* vptlist = all intersection points and breakpoints and it is used for evaluation of
objectives of the points *)
vptindex={};
(* vptindex = all index of sensors corresponding to intersection points and breakpoints *)
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Funcgen[data];
For[j=1,
j Length[linelist]-1,
j++,
D1=linelist[[j]];
D2=linelist[[j+1]];
For[i=1, (* i = the sensor index in vorvert *)
i sensornum,
i++,
FindIntersection[i];
(* find the intersection points of the ith Voronoi polygon and the line segment *)
];
];
pointlists=Intersection[pointlists,pointlists];
vptlist=Union[pointlists,linelist];
(* it is organized from left to right *)
vobj=Map[f,vptlist];
interpos=Position[vobj,Indeterminate];
vobj=ReplacePart[vobj,{interpos 0}];
Return[Max[vobj]];
];
Checkhold2[t_]:=
Module[{num,i,S1,objorder,corsen1,corsen2,corsen,del,solnum},
(* when some routines need this subroutine *)
num=t; (* num is the number of points being held *)
solnum=t;
del={};
Label[Recheck];
For[i=1,
i num,
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i++,
S1=holdpt[[i,1]];
objorder=holdpt[[i,2]];
If[assignstatus[[objorder]]= =0,
corsen1=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[1]];
corsen2=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[2]];
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]+ocpstatus[[corsen2]]= =2,
corsen=FindCloseSensor[S1][[1]];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
solnum=solnum-1;
AppendTo[del,{i}];
Goto[Recheck];
];
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]+ocpstatus[[corsen2]]= =1,
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]= =0,
corsen=corsen1;,
corsen=corsen2;
];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
solnum=solnum-1;
AppendTo[del,{i}];
Goto[Recheck];
];
];
];
holdpt=Delete[holdpt,del];
Return[solnum];
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];
locate1[data_]:=
Module[{data2D,i,j,x,y,interpos,tempnumhold},
data2D=data;
bptlist={};
(* bptlist = list of sensors in data2D closest to the breakpoints in the pwl *)
interlist={};
(* interlist = list of sensors in data2D corresponding to intersection points of voronoi
polygons and pwl *)
FindIndex[];
(* to find index of sensors closest to breakpoints of pwl and intersection points of pwl
and voronoi polygons *)
nullpos=Position[interlist,{}];
If[nullpos {},
pointlists=Delete[pointlists,nullpos];
interlist=Delete[interlist,nullpos];
x=MapThread[List,{pointlists,interlist}];
y=MapThread[List,{linelist,bptlist}];
vptlist=Union[pointlists,linelist];
vobj=Map[f,vptlist];
interpos=Position[vobj,Indeterminate];
vobj=ReplacePart[vobj,{interpos 0}];,
x=MapThread[List,{pointlists,interlist}];
y=MapThread[List,{linelist,bptlist}];
];
vptindex=Union[x,y][[All,2]];
If[Length[vptlist]<sensornum,
AppendTo[checklist,1]
];
vptorder=Ordering[vobj,All,Greater];
maxindex=Take[vptorder,sensornum];
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toplocmax=vptlist[[maxindex]];
topcorsenindex=vptindex[[maxindex]];
ocpstatus=Table[0,{sensornum}];
assignstatus=Table[0,{sensornum}];
targetpoint=Table[0,{sensornum}];
numhold=0;
holdpt={};
For[i=1,
i sensornum+1,
i++,
Label[checkbegin];
If[numhold>0,
numhold=Checkhold2[numhold];
If[numhold= =tempnumhold,numhold=Lasthold[numhold];];
];
If[i= =sensornum+1 && Total[ocpstatus]= =sensornum,Break[];];
If[i= =sensornum+1 && Total[ocpstatus]<sensornum,
tempnumhold=numhold;
Goto[checkbegin];
];
P1=toplocmax[[i]];
If[i= =sensornum && numhold= =0,
Finalpt[P1];
Break[];
];
numcorsen=Length[topcorsenindex[[i]]];
If[numcorsen= =1,
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Assignbpt[P1,i];,
Assignintpt[P1,i];
];
];
(* this part is responsible for the value of improving directions *)
distemp=MapThread[EuclideanDistance,{targetpoint,data2D}];
mindist=Min[distemp];
dir=(targetpoint-data2D) distemp;
dnorm=Map[normf,dir];
dnorm=Sqrt[Total[dnorm]];
dir=dir/dnorm;
(* find step length based on the direction of motion: dir *)
step=FindStep[data2D,dir,mindist];
];
Lasthold[t_]:=
Module[{num,solnum,i,j,temp,l,tlist,k,S1,objorder,corsen1,corsen2,corsen,del},
num=t;
solnum=t;
temp={};
tlist={};
del={};
For[i=1,
i num,
i++,
AppendTo[temp,topcorsenindex[[holdpt[[i,2]]]]];
];
temp=Flatten[temp];
temp=Sort[Tally[temp],#1[[2]]<#2[[2]]&];
l=Length[temp];
k=Min[temp[[All,2]]];
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For[j=1,j l,j++,
If[temp[[j,2]]= =k,AppendTo[tlist,temp[[j,1]]];];
];
tlist=Intersection[tlist,tlist];
For[i=1,
i num,
i++,
S1=holdpt[[i,1]];
objorder=holdpt[[i,2]];
corsen1=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[1]];
corsen2=topcorsenindex[[objorder]][[2]];
If[Position[tlist,corsen1] {} && Position[tlist,corsen2] {},
If[ocpstatus[[corsen1]]= =0,corsen=corsen1;,corsen=corsen2;];
targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
solnum=solnum-1;
AppendTo[del,{i}];
Break[];
];
If[Position[tlist,corsen1]

{} || Position[tlist,corsen2]

If[Position[tlist,corsen1]

{} ,corsen=corsen1;,corsen=corsen2;]

targetpoint[[corsen]]=S1;
assignstatus[[objorder]]=1;
ocpstatus[[corsen]]=1;
solnum=solnum-1;
AppendTo[del,{i}];
];
];
holdpt=Delete[holdpt,del];

{},
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Return[solnum];
];
locate2[data_]:=
Module[{data2D,i,j,x,y,interpos},
data2D=data;
vptorder=Ordering[vobj,All,Greater];
maxindex=Take[vptorder,1];
toplocmax=vptlist[[maxindex]][[1]];
targetpoint=Table[toplocmax,{sensornum}];
(* this part is responsible for the value of improving directions *)
distemp=MapThread[EuclideanDistance,{targetpoint,data2D}];
mindist=Min[distemp];
dir=(targetpoint-data2D) distemp;
dnorm=Map[normf,dir];
dnorm=Sqrt[Total[dnorm]];
dir=dir/dnorm;
(* find step length based on the direction of motion: dir *)
step=FindStep[data2D,dir,mindist];
];
locate3[data_]:=
Module[{data2D,i,j,k,x,y,interpos,tempdir,distemp,dnorm,movepoint,targetpoint,protemp,datate
mp,dir,a,targetvpt,simimax,simimaxvpt,top,maxindex},
data2D=data;
bptlist={};
(* bptlist = list of sensors in data2D closest to the breakpoints in the pwl *)
interlist={};
(* interlist = list of sensors in data2D corresponding to intersection points of voronoi
polygons and pwl *)
FindIndex[];
(* to find index of sensors closest to breakpoints of pwl and intersection points of pwl
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and voronoi polygons *)
nullpos=Position[interlist,{}];
If[nullpos {},
pointlists=Delete[pointlists,nullpos];
interlist=Delete[interlist,nullpos];
x=MapThread[List,{pointlists,interlist}];
y=MapThread[List,{linelist,bptlist}];
vptlist=Union[pointlists,linelist];
vobj=Map[f,vptlist];
interpos=Position[vobj,Indeterminate];
vobj=ReplacePart[vobj,{interpos 0}];,
x=MapThread[List,{pointlists,interlist}];
y=MapThread[List,{linelist,bptlist}];
];
vptindex=Union[x,y][[All,2]];
vptorder=Ordering[vobj,All,Greater];
top=Max[vobj];
simimax=Select[vobj,#>top * 0.998&];
maxindex=Take[vptorder,Length[simimax]];
simimaxvpt=vptlist[[maxindex]];
targetvpt={};
(* movesensor is the list of sensors closest to the global maxima according to the
objective *)
For[i=1,
i sensornum,
i++,
AppendTo[targetvpt,Nearest[simimaxvpt,data2D[[i]]][[1]]];
];
For[i=1,
i sensornum,
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i++,
k=i;
movepoint=data2D[[k]];
targetpoint=targetvpt[[k]];
distemp=EuclideanDistance[targetpoint,movepoint];
dir=(targetpoint-movepoint) distemp;
dnorm=normf[dir];
dnorm=Sqrt[dnorm];
dir=dir/dnorm;
a=Table[{0,0},{sensornum}];
dir=ReplacePart[a,k dir];
step=FindStep[data2D,dir,distemp];
datatemp=data2D+step dir;
protemp=Evaluation[datatemp];
If[protemp<pmax,
data2D=datatemp;pmax=protemp;databest=data2D;];
];
Return[data2D];
];
locate3con[data_]:=
Module[{data2D,i,j,k,x,y,interpos,tempdir,distemp,dnorm,movepoint,targetpoint,protemp,datate
mp,dir,a,targetvpt,simimax,simimaxvpt,top,maxindex},
data2D=data;
bptlist={};
(* bptlist = list of sensors in data2D closest to the breakpoints in the pwl *)
interlist={};
(* interlist = list of sensors in data2D corresponding to intersection points of voronoi
polygons and pwl *)
FindIndex[];
(* to find index of sensors closest to breakpoints of pwl and intersection points of pwl
and voronoi polygons *)
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nullpos=Position[interlist,{}];
If[nullpos {},
pointlists=Delete[pointlists,nullpos];
interlist=Delete[interlist,nullpos];
x=MapThread[List,{pointlists,interlist}];
y=MapThread[List,{linelist,bptlist}];
vptlist=Union[pointlists,linelist];
vobj=Map[f,vptlist];
interpos=Position[vobj,Indeterminate];
vobj=ReplacePart[vobj,{interpos 0}];,
x=MapThread[List,{pointlists,interlist}];
y=MapThread[List,{linelist,bptlist}];
];
vptindex=Union[x,y][[All,2]];
vptorder=Ordering[vobj,All,Greater];
top=Max[vobj];
simimax=Select[vobj,#>top * 0.998&];
maxindex=Take[vptorder,Length[simimax]];
simimaxvpt=vptlist[[maxindex]];
targetvpt={};
(* movesensor is the list of sensors closest to the global maxima according to the
objective *)
For[i=1,
i sensornum,
i++,
AppendTo[targetvpt,Nearest[simimaxvpt,data2D[[i]]][[1]]];
];
For[i=1,
i sensornum,
i++,
k=i;
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movepoint=data2D[[k]];
targetpoint=targetvpt[[k]];
distemp=EuclideanDistance[targetpoint,movepoint];
dir=(targetpoint-movepoint) distemp;
dnorm=normf[dir];
dnorm=Sqrt[dnorm];
dir=dir/dnorm;
a=Table[{0,0},{sensornum}];
dir=ReplacePart[a,k dir];
step=FindStep[data2D,dir,distemp];
datatemp=data2D+step dir;
Checkfeas[datatemp];
datatemp=data2Dnew;
protemp=Evaluation[datatemp];
If[protemp<pmax,
data2D=datatemp;pmax=protemp;databest=data2D;];
];
Return[data2D];
];
GridPts[k_]:=
(* to find different set of initial solutions *)
Module[{i,j,x,y,xy,xtemp,ytemp,xytemp,step,dtemp,fixtemp,gridnum},
gridnum=k;
gridx={};
gridy={};
gridxy={};
step=perim/(gridnum-1);
fixstep=step;
j=1;
eps=0.0000001;
AppendTo[gridx,xpwl[[1]]];
AppendTo[gridy,ypwl[[1]]];
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AppendTo[gridxy,linelist[[1]]];
For[i=2,
i gridnum-1,
i++,
step=fixstep;
xtemp=gridx[[i-1]];
ytemp=gridy[[i-1]];
xytemp=gridxy[[i-1]];
Label[begin];
dtemp=N[EuclideanDistance[xytemp,linelist[[j+1]]]];
If[Abs[dtemp-step] eps,
AppendTo[gridx,xpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[gridy,ypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[gridxy,linelist[[j+1]]];
j=j+1;]
If[dtemp>step,
x=xtemp+xdir[[j]]*step;
y=ytemp+ydir[[j]]*step;
xy={x,y};
AppendTo[gridx,x];
AppendTo[gridy,y];
AppendTo[gridxy,xy];]
If[dtemp<step,
step=step-dtemp;
j=j+1;
xtemp=xpwl[[j]];
ytemp=ypwl[[j]];
xytemp={xtemp,ytemp};
Goto[begin];]
];
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AppendTo[gridx,xpwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[gridy,ypwl[[j+1]]];
AppendTo[gridxy,linelist[[j+1]]];
];
Finalevaluation[data_]:=
Module[{best,realobj},
best=data;
Funcgen[best];
realobj=Map[f,gridxy];
interpos=Position[realobj,Indeterminate];
realobj=ReplacePart[realobj,{interpos 0}];
Return[Max[realobj]];
];
Initevaluation[data_]:=
Module[{best,realobj,interpos},
best=data;
Funcgen[best];
realobj=Map[f,gridxy];
interpos=Position[realobj,Indeterminate];
realobj=ReplacePart[realobj,{interpos 0}];
Return[Position[realobj,Max[realobj]]];
];
Perdfoot[pt_,k_]:=
Module[{px,py,ftx,fty,segnum},
segnum=k;
{px,py}=pt;
ftx=x/.Solve[{sega[[segnum]] x+y+segc[[segnum]] = =0,(px-x) (linelist[[segnum+1,1]]linelist[[segnum,1]])+(py-y) (linelist[[segnum+1,2]]-linelist[[segnum,2]])=
=0},{x,y}][[1]];
fty=y/.Solve[{sega[[segnum]] x+y+segc[[segnum]] = =0,(px-x) (linelist[[segnum+1,1]]-
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linelist[[segnum,1]])+(py-y) (linelist[[segnum+1,2]]-linelist[[segnum,2]])=
=0},{x,y}][[1]];
Return[{ftx,fty}]
];
Ptdistance[pt_,i_]:=
Module[{x,y,k,dist},
{x,y}=pt;
k=i;
dist=N[(sega[[k]] x+y+segc[[k]])/Sqrt[sega[[k]]^2+1]];
Return[dist];
];
ClosestProjection[sensor_,list_,k_]:=
Module[{pt,disclist,closeseg,pos,foot,i,j,seg,endptslist,endptsdisc,closeendpt,altitude,min
disc,minendpt},
pt=sensor;disclist=list;pos=k;
endptslist={};endptsdisc={};
closeseg=disclist[[k]];
foot=Perdfoot[pt,closeseg];
If[pos= =1,
Return[foot];
];
For[i=1,
i<pos,
i++,
seg=disclist[[i]];
AppendTo[endptslist,seg];
AppendTo[endptslist,seg+1];
];
endptslist=Intersection[endptslist,endptslist];
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For[i=1,
i Length[endptslist],
i++,
j=endptslist[[i]];
AppendTo[endptsdisc,EuclideanDistance[pt,linelist[[j]]]];
];
mindisc=Min[endptsdisc];
minendpt=Ordering[endptsdisc][[1]];
altitude=Absdisc[[closeseg]];
If[altitude<mindisc,
Return[foot];,
Return[linelist[[endptslist[[minendpt]]]]];
]
];
Checkfeas[data_]:=
Module[{sensor,testpoint,i,j,k},
sensor=data;
data2Dnew=sensor;
datainfea=Table[1,{sensornum}];
closeseg=Table[1,{sensornum}];
cri=1;
feacriteria=Table[cri,{numseg}];
e=0.0001;
For[i=1,
i sensornum,
i++,
testpoint=sensor[[i]];
disc={};
For[j=1,
j numseg,
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j++,
AppendTo[disc,Ptdistance[testpoint,j]];
];
Absdisc=Abs[disc];
disclist=Ordering[Absdisc];
For[k=1,
k numseg,
k++,
segnum=disclist[[k]];
foot=Perdfoot[testpoint,segnum];
If[foot[[1]]>=xpwl[[segnum]]
&&foot[[1]]<=xpwl[[segnum+1]],closeseg[[i]]=segnum;Break[];
];
];
(*to determine whether the solutions are feasible*)
If[cri= = -1,
If[disc[[segnum]] feacriteria[[segnum]]>cri e,
datainfea[[i]]=0;Continue[];
];
If[disc[[segnum]] feacriteria[[segnum]]>-cri e,
datainfea[[i]]=0;Continue[];
];
];
If[datainfea[[i]]= =1,data2Dnew[[i]]=ClosestProjection[testpoint,disclist,k];];
];
];
(* main function*)
simtime=TimeUsed[];
main5={};
main5con={};
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gridyes=0;
linelist={{0,0},{2,10},{3,0},{5,9},{5.5,1}};
numseg=Length[linelist]-1;
sega={};
segb=Table[1,{numseg}];
segc={};
For[i=1,
i numseg,
i++,
a=x/.Solve[{x linelist[[i,1]]+linelist[[i,2]]+y= =0,x linelist[[i+1,1]]+linelist[[i+1,2]]+y=
=0},{x,y}][[1]];
c=y/.Solve[{x linelist[[i,1]]+linelist[[i,2]]+y= =0,x linelist[[i+1,1]]+linelist[[i+1,2]]+y=
=0},{x,y}][[1]];
AppendTo[sega,a];
AppendTo[segc,c];
];
For[c=2,
c 10,
c++,
sensornum=c;
(* the pwl vertices, perimeter and coefficients of the pwl *)
xpwl=linelist[[All,1]];
ypwl=linelist[[All,2]];
xdir={};
ydir={};
perim=0;
For[i=1,
i Length[linelist]-1,
i++,
dtemp=EuclideanDistance[linelist[[i]],linelist[[i+1]]];
AppendTo[xdir,(xpwl[[i+1]]-xpwl[[i]])/dtemp];
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AppendTo[ydir,(ypwl[[i+1]]-ypwl[[i]])/dtemp];
perim=perim+dtemp;];
xdir=N[xdir];
ydir=N[ydir];
perim=N[perim];
(* the mpwl vertices*)
mlinelist={};
For[i=1,
i Length[linelist],
i++,
If[i= =1,
AppendTo[mlinelist,linelist[[i]]];];
If[i = =Length[linelist],
AppendTo[mlinelist,linelist[[i]]];
Break[];
];
a = Mean [{linelist[[i]],linelist[[i+1]]}];
AppendTo[mlinelist,a];
]
mlinelist=N[mlinelist];
(* calculate the perimeter and coefficients of the mpwl *)
mxpwl = mlinelist[[All,1]];
mypwl = mlinelist[[All,2]];
mxdir={};
mydir={};
mperim=0;
For[i=1,
i Length[mlinelist]-1,
i++,
dtemp=EuclideanDistance[mlinelist[[i]],mlinelist[[i+1]]];
AppendTo[mxdir,(mxpwl[[i+1]]-mxpwl[[i]])/dtemp];
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AppendTo[mydir,(mypwl[[i+1]]-mypwl[[i]])/dtemp];
mperim=mperim+dtemp;
];
mxdir=N[mxdir];
mydir=N[mydir];
mperim=N[mperim];
(* Find all sets of starting solutions along pwl *)
xint={};
yint={};
intpt={}; (* the list of coordinates of starting solutions *)
eachnumint=7;
numstat=0;
eps=0.0000001;
length=mperim/sensornum;
delta=length/(eachnumint-1);
(* delta = distance between different sets of initial solutions *)
For[k=1,
k eachnumint,
k++,
FindIntSol1[k];
numstat=numstat+sensornum;
]
For[k=1,
k eachnumint,
k++,
FindIntSol2[k];
numstat=numstat+sensornum;
]
For[k=1,
k eachnumint,
k++,
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FindIntSol3[k];
numstat=numstat+sensornum;
]
For[k=1,
k eachnumint,
k++,
FindIntSol4[k];
numstat=numstat+sensornum;
];
intpt= Partition[intpt,sensornum];
If[gridyes= =0,GridPts[1000];gridyes=1;];
For[betacount=1,
betacount 1,
betacount++,
If[betacount= =1,beta=0.5;,beta=0.6;];
itercount=1; (* the number of iterations in the algorithm *)
tolerance=0.00000000001;
phase1sol={};
phase2sol={};
timesol={};
timetotal={};
answer1={};
answer2={};
answer2beta2={};
failcount=0;
tempcount={};
checklist={};
phase2consol={};
databestlist={};
databestlistbeta2={};
For[intsol=1,
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intsol 28,
intsol++,
faileach=0;
suc=0;
timetemp=TimeUsed[];
data2D=intpt[[intsol]];
failstatus=0;
pmax=1;
ptemp=0;
failcount=0;
step=5;
For[itercount=1,
itercount 500&&step>tolerance,
itercount++,
ptemp=Evaluation[data2D];
If[ptemp<pmax || suc= =1,
databest=data2D;
suc=0;
pmax=ptemp;
locate1[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;
faileach=0;,
failcount=failcount+1;
faileach=faileach+1;
If[faileach>18,
If[suc= =1,Break[];];
Evaluation[databest];
data2D=locate3[databest];
faileach=0;
suc=1;
Continue[];
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];
step=beta step;
data2D=databest+step dir;
];
];
step=5;
faileach=0;
beta2=0.2;
For[itercount=1,
itercount 500&&step>tolerance,
itercount++,
If[itercount= =1,
data2D=databest;locate2[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;];
ptemp=Evaluation[data2D];
If[ptemp<pmax ,
beta2=0.2;
databest=data2D;
pmax=ptemp;
locate2[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;
faileach=0;,
failcount=failcount+1;
faileach=faileach+1;
If[faileach>20,
Break[];];
step=beta2 step;
data2D=databest+step dir;
];
];
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pmax=Finalevaluation[databest];
AppendTo[phase2sol,pmax];
databest=Sort[databest,#1[[1]]<#2[[1]]&];
If[betacount= =1,AppendTo[answer2,databest];,AppendTo[answer2beta2,databest];];
Print[intsol]
Print[pmax]
data2D=databest;
failstatus=0;
faileach=0;
ptemp=0;
failcount=0;
step=5;
pmax=1;
suc=0;
For[itercount=1,
itercount 500&&step>tolerance,
itercount++,
Checkfeas[data2D];
If[itercount= =1,
If[Total[datainfea]= =0,
databest=data2D;
pmax=Finalevaluation[databest];
Break[];
];
];
data2D=data2Dnew;
ptemp=Evaluation[data2D];
If[ptemp<pmax|| suc= =1,
databest=data2D;
suc=0;
pmax=ptemp;
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locate1[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;
faileach=0;,
failcount=failcount+1;
faileach=faileach+1;
If[faileach>18,
If[suc= =1,Break[];];
Evaluation[databest];
data2D=locate3con[databest];
faileach=0;
suc=1;
Continue[];
];
step=beta step;
data2D=databest+step dir;
]
];
step=5;
faileach=0;
beta2=0.2;
For[itercount=1,
itercount 500&&step>tolerance,
itercount++,
If[itercount= =1,
data2D=databest;locate2[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;];
Checkfeas[data2D];
data2D=data2Dnew;
ptemp=Evaluation[data2D];
If[ptemp<pmax ,
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beta2=0.2;
databest=data2D;
pmax=ptemp;
locate2[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;
faileach=0;,
failcount=failcount+1;
faileach=faileach+1;
If[faileach>20,
Break[];];
step=beta2 step;
data2D=databest+step dir;
];
];
pmax=Finalevaluation[databest];
AppendTo[phase2consol,pmax];
If[betacount==1,
AppendTo[databestlist,databest];,AppendTo[databestlistbeta2,databest];];
Print[intsol]
Print[pmax]
];
g=Min[phase2sol];
m=Position[phase2sol,g][[1,1]];
AppendTo[main5,{sensornum,g,m,beta}];
Print[{sensornum,g,m,beta}];
h=Min[phase2consol];
n=Position[phase2consol,h][[1,1]];
AppendTo[main5con,{sensornum,h,n,beta}];
Print[{sensornum,h,n,beta}]
];
];
Export["databest.xls",answer2]
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Export["databest_beta2.xls",answer2beta2]
Export["databest_con.xls",databestlist]
Export["databest_con_beta2.xls",databestlistbeta2]
Export["main5simimax_modified_finaleva_pwl2.xls",main5]
Export["main5consimimax_modified_finaleva_pwl2.xls",main5con]
Print[TimeUsed[]-simtime]
betacount=1;
simtime=TimeUsed[];
main5con={};
gridyes=0;
phase2consol={};
databestlist={};
databestlistbeta2={};
For[intsol=1,
intsol 28,
intsol++,
itercount=1; (* the number of iterations in the algorithm *)
tolerance=0.00000000001;
timesol={};
timetotal={};
failcount=0;
tempcount={};
checklist={};
data2D=answer2[[intsol]];
failstatus=0;
faileach=0;
ptemp=0;
failcount=0;
step=5;
pmax=1;
suc=0;
For[itercount=1,
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itercount 500&&step>tolerance,
itercount++,
Checkfeas[data2D];
If[itercount= =1,
If[Total[datainfea]= = 0,
databest=data2D;
pmax=Finalevaluation[databest];
Break[];
];
];
data2D=data2Dnew;
ptemp=Evaluation[data2D];
If[ptemp<pmax|| suc= = 1,
databest=data2D;
suc=0;
pmax=ptemp;
locate1[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;
faileach=0;,
failcount=failcount+1;
faileach=faileach+1;
If[faileach>18,
If[suc= = 1,Break[];];
Evaluation[databest];
data2D=locate3con[databest];
faileach=0;
suc=1;
Continue[];
];
step=beta step;
data2D=databest+step dir;
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]
];
step=5;
faileach=0;
beta2=0.2;
For[itercount=1,
Itercount

500&&step>tolerance,

itercount++,
If[itercount = = 1,
data2D=databest;locate2[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;];
Checkfeas[data2D];
data2D=data2Dnew;
ptemp=Evaluation[data2D];
If[ptemp<pmax ,
beta2=0.2;
databest=data2D;
pmax=ptemp;
locate2[data2D];
data2D=data2D+step dir;
faileach=0;,
failcount=failcount+1;
faileach=faileach+1;
If[faileach>20,
Break[];];
step=beta2 step;
data2D=databest+step dir;
];
];
pmax=Finalevaluation[databest];
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AppendTo[phase2consol,pmax];
If[betacount = =1,
AppendTo[databestlist,databest];,AppendTo[databestlistbeta2,databest];];
Print[intsol]
Print[pmax]
];
h=Min[phase2consol];
n=Position[phase2consol,h][[1,1]];
AppendTo[main5con,{sensornum,h,n,beta}];
Print[{sensornum,h,n,beta}]
Export["databest.xls",answer2]
Export["databest_beta2.xls",answer2beta2]
Export["databest_con.xls",databestlist]
Export["databest_con_beta2.xls",databestlistbeta2]
Export["main5simimax_modified_finaleva_pwl2.xls",main5]
Export["main5consimimax_modified_finaleva_pwl2.xls",main5con]
Print[TimeUsed[]-simtime]

